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Murray, Ky. Monday Afternoon, March 6, 1973
T •
fti Our 990 Year 15c Per Copy Volume 99, No. 54
President Orders Miners Back To Work
Carter invokes Taft-Hartley
In Effort To End Coal Strike
TOP CHEERLEADERS — The Calloway County High School cheerleaders won the district cheerleader competition
held Saturday at CCHS. They were presented with a trophy" during post-tourney ceremonies Saturday night and willparticipate in the first Region competition. From left are Jan Murdock, Kim Kemp, Shelia Darnell, Ian Potts, LuanaCulsonaapon Dowdy Conda Stubblefield and Karol Kemp. 
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon
Stricter Power Curtailments To
Follow UMW Contract Rejection
By 'MARTIN MERZER -
AP Business Writer
Utility and government officials in
parts of the industrial East and Mid-
west say they will order stricter power
curtailments folloieing the United Mine
Workers' rejection of a proposed
contract.
Deeper power cuts, which could slice
the .paychecks of millions of
Americans. appeared to be the only
hope for Coal-hungry power companies
already burning costly imported oil by
the shipload and buying expensive out-
of-state electricity.
"The utilities are now in a very
precarious position," said Simon
McHugh, energy adviser to acting Gov.
Blair Lee of Maryland. "I regret to say
that some further steps will have to be
taken, and it looks like sooner rather
than later."
He said the current 10 percent cut in
power to many industrial Customers in
Maryland Virginia and West Virginia
likely would be increased to 30 percent.
Meanwhile, officials in Michigan,
Kentucky, • Pennsylvania .and Alabama
readied al1s for voluntary con-
servation and considered mandatory
cutbacks.
Michigan officials said rotating
blackouts of two hours at a time might
'be ordered if coal deliveries do not
resume in a few weeks.
But no areas were in imminent
danger of being blacked out, and some
non-union coal was being delivered.
George Lentz, a utility-industry of-
ficial, said the eight hardest-hit states
— Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
and parts of Pennsylvania, West
Virginia,yirginia and Maryland — had
about 20 million tons of coal.
At normal consumption rates, that
would last six weeks, but some utilities
had less than a 30-day supply and
Key Public Fiscal Issues




FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP)
The budget debate between Gov. Julian
Carroll and Auditor George Atkins over
funding for Atkins' office, regardless of
its origin or outcome, has deprived
Kentuckians of a public forum over a
couple of key fiscal issues.
It develops, according to Atkins, that
he would -Mire rallfetillie 1,4SileS had he
had not been distracted for many weeks
in trying to get his appropriations for
the neit biennium restored after a
drastic administration reduction.
The money is back and Carroll and
Atkins, who are Democratic political
today's index,  





























with chance for light rain or
freezing rain mixed with sleet
late tonight, changing to rain on
Tuesday. Lows tonight in the low
30s. Highs Tuesday in. khe mid
40s.
opponents, both claim to have received
what they wanted in the first place.
That seems to matter less in the long
run than the lost chance for a sharp
analysis of the proposed $7.5 billion
budget from at least one skeptical
source.
"We have been successfully
sidetracked from any issues that
seriously affect the expenditure of tax
money — like the enormous bonded in-
debtedness," Atkins said.
That obligation ppears to ambunt to
just • over $2 billion, which Atkins
contends is the highest per capita debt
in the Southeast and one of the highest
in the nation.
About one-fourth consists of general
obligation bonds, for which the com-
monwealth pledges its full faith and
credit.
The remainder is in revenue bonds,
which theoretically are paid off by the
proceeds derived from the facility built
— for example, a convention center
which sells tickets for various events.
In practice, if a building or road did
not receive enough revenue to repay a
bond debt, the state would not stand
idly by and risk a blow to its financial
prestige. It would make sure the debt
was paid.
So, in effect, all taxpayers shoulder
the burden of guaranteeing state bond
issues.
Carroll has said more than once that
the huge bond debt is no cause for
alarm because the state is in excellent
fiscal health.
But Atkins expressed concern over
four pending bills in the current
legislative session which if approved
would increased Kentucky's bonded
debt by 4675 million
See ATKINS-CARROLL,
Page 12, Coluinn
several local generating plants were
almost out of coal, Lentz seid. It could
take up to two weeks for coal deliveries
to resume upon ratification of a con-
tract. _
Street lights have been off in
Columbus, Ohio, since January;
lighting on major highways has been
cut in West Virginia and St. Louis:
lights have been dimmed and
cafeterias closed in Maryland schools.
Government and industry officials
warned that the economic
ramifications of the strike were
growing.
"In the near term, some time toward
the end of this month, we may be
looking at as many as 1 million people
unemployed in the affected region of
the Midwest," Energy 'Secretary
James Schlesinger said Sunday. "If the
strike were to continue into the later
part of April, we would be facing up to
Pt million people unemployed because
of the direct effects of the lack of power
in the area."
Tens of thousands of workers already
have been laid off, and even when the
strike ends, economic reverberations
will continue.
"It's a no-win situation," said Paul
Wagner, a spokesmen for the Edison
Electric Institute, an industry group.
"If the strike isn't settled, people will
be out of jobs and children will be
locked out of school. When it is settled,
if it ever is, the ripple effects of the cost
of the settlement will be felt throughout
the country."
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter invoked the Taft-Hartley Act an
Monday, seeking to compel striking
coal miners to return to work after a
three-month strike because "the
country cannot afford to wait any
longer."
He suggested that the miners be paid
at higher rates While they work under
court order during the 80-day back-to-
work period he seeks.
Carter said he expects the miners to
abide by federal law, which provides
for the 80-day cooling off period under
federal court injunction.
The United Mine Workers voted clOwn
_ negotiate cry contract by an over-
whelming margin, and Carter said that
means collective bargaining is at an
. •
He said coal supplies are critically
short in the Midwest, tens of thousands
of people are out of work because of
power cutbacks, and the situation is
worsening rapidly. In a month, the
president laid. at least one million
more Americans will be laid off if the
strike continues.
Carter said he is asking the Depart-
ment of Energy to minimize the impact
of the coal shortage by moving energy
resources to the areas in which they are
most needed.
'Under the Taft-Hartley Act, the
presiderd names ir fact-fintfing-panetto
report on the impact of the strike and,
on the basis of its report, goes to federal
court for an injunction ordering the
strikers back to work and requiring
that collective bargaining be resumed.
But there were indications that some
miners, following their overwhelming
rejection of a contract to end the
nation's longest mine walkout, would
not honor a back-to-work order.
Even if the miners return, the first
trainluadsoLcoaL wcuildnot Pnrar_the._
nation's energy pipeline for one week to
two weeks, .dependieg on the condition
of the mines, accordirig.to coal industry
spokesmen.
As the strike, which began Dec. 6,
went into its fourth month today, Carter
scheduled his announcement after
planned meetings with congressional
leaders and his Cabinet.
With returns in from 88 per cent of the
United Mine_.Workers 114_10Cala._lite
vote was 79,-753 to 34,689 against the
pact, a margin of more than 2-1.
Some predicted- the strike -would -•
continue.
"I think we've got no choice but to
. stay out on strike," the president of a
West Virginia local said.
While a Kentucky miner predicted_
federal action would not succeed unless
Carter coupled Taft-Hartley with
government seizure of the mines, a
Virginia UMW official. prodistad that
tactic would also fail: "If that's his
(Carter's) attitude...., then he might as
well get his pick and shovel and do it
himself."
One government official said Carter
had not ruled out eventually asking
Congress for authority to seize mines.
In Gary, W. Va., however, where the
proposed contract was approved by a
single vote, one man said miners have
--- heeli-ent-- -fee-three-months; and they
want to go to work."
Union President Arnold Miller said in -
an interview Sunday that any govern-




WASHINGTON AP) — The strike-
halting Taft-Hartley Act specifies a
series of steps that must be followed
before, during and after the 80-day
"cooling-off" period provided in it.
Here is an outline of those provisions:
1. Declaring that a strike or lockout
threatens to imperil the public health or
safety, the president names a fact-
finding panellind fixes an early dead-
line for it to report without rec-
ommendations. The panel usually
consists of three members and its
deadline has ranged historically frem
one to 24 days.
2. After receiving the report, the
president may direct the attorney
general to obtain a U.S. District Court
injunction ordering the strikers back to
their jobs immediately and requiring
that bargaining resume with the aid of
federal mediators.
3. Within 60 days after isguance of the
court order, the fact-finding panel must
file a second public report, including a
• statement of the employer's last con-
tract offer.
4. Within another 15 days, the
National Labor Relations Board must
complete a secret ballot among the
workers on the last offer. The voting
results are reported to the attorney
general.
impasse.
"My responsibility is to protect the
health and safety of the American
public, and I intend to do so," Carter
said as he invoked the Taft-Hartley Act
for the first time since Richard M.
Nixon used it in a 1971 dock strike.
UMW President Arnold Miller said in
---advanee-That-he-weuld-eemply with
Taft-Hartley even though he doesn't
like it. He gild if a heck-to-work in-
junction is issued, he will observe it.
But Miller's control of his union rank-
and-f ile is very much in doubt. He had
called for approval of the contract the
miners rejected.
Carter called on the miners, the mine
operators, and' all Americans "t0 Join in
a common effort under the law to
proteLt eui tomato, , preserve the
health and safety of the people and to
resolve fairly the differences that have
-already caused so much Suffering in
our land."
The president said the law,, will be
enforced. He asked the governorSof the
coalfield states to help "make-sure.,the
law is obeyed, violence is prevented,
and lives and property fully protected."
While a Taft-Hartley injunction
normally would order strikers back to
work under the terms of their expired
contract, Carter said he will seek to
have the miners get the first year pay
raise provided by the contract they
spurned. That would give them a $1 an
hour raise, from wages which now
average $7.80.
But itapparenfly would be up to the
coal companies to decide whether to
grant the raise.
Carter said he was opposed to any
more liberal wage settlements than the
miners already have been offered The: -
rejected contract providgd for raises of
37 percent over a three-year period.
Many miners said they opposed
provisions of that contract on health
benefits, pensions and local strikes
during the contract period.
As he announced his move to compel
an end to the strike in a nationally
broadcast and televised appearance in
the White House press room, Carter re-
cited the statistics of economic and
energy trouble stemming from the
walkout..
-
SPRUNG BEE WINNER — Grade-level winners of the Spelling Bee sponsored by the Murray Education Association
competed ih the city championship Spelling Bee. Jon Mark Billington was the first-place winner and was presented
with $25 and a plaque. Other grade level winners weret first row (from left) Milk Wikins, 5th grade; Billington, 7th
grad Joey Ashby, 6th grade; Mark West, 4th grade: Doug Tutt, 8th grade; and Debbie Roos, 4th grade. Second row
(from left) Hugh Barksdale and lInda Shepherd of Metropolitan Life Insurance, who presented cash prizes to the
- winners; Dorplyalastier-who.presented a plqij nJ,ehjlf PfAt L.64,1,ee4to06, caller; Karen [lolls and Ne PatJames, Woes. Billington cornpete,fin the first District championship. • '-photo t, Live fie'L.b{;.:
5. Within five more clayOthe attorney
general must ask the court to lift the
injunction.
This-completes the 80-day "cooling-
off" and negotiation period. If the last
offer from the employer has been re-
jected, the union is free to resume its
strike:
Failure to obey the injunction against
striking can result in charges of con-
tempt of court and fines upon con-
viction.
Before today, the emergency
provisions of the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act
had been invoked 34 tithes, most
recently by President Richard M.
Nixon in a 1971 dock workers strike.
Taft-Hartley was used against the
United Mine Workers twice in 1948 and
once in 1950. .The _union was fined $1.4
million and its then-president, John L.
Lewis, was fined $20,000 for contempt
in 1948. The UMW was cleared of




ERAN_KFORT — Kentucky Governor..
Julian Carroll has allocated $622,501 to
.cities throughout the state to aid in.
recouping money elated to heavy snow
-and ice -of January and February.
Under the allocation, Murray will get
$4,737, Mayfield, $3,753, Paducah,
$11,069, -Benton, $1,278, Hardin, $182,
Calvert City, $736, Hopkinsville, $7,437,
Elizabethtown, $4,111, Fulton, $1,137,
and Cadiz, $695. The allocation also
distributes $83 to Dexter and $148 to
Hazel.
The money comes from the $2 million
allocated last month by the General
Assembly. The Governor announced
last month that he was allocating
$1,121,931.40 to counties under a for-
mula which took into account both road
mileage and population. He had
previously granted each county up to
110.000 for snow removal expenses, and
reimbursement out of that pot had to be
for cerified expenses only.
The remainder of the a million
Geheral Assembly allocation is being
distrubuted to agencies -which tneticted
extraordinary expenses related to
serving human needs during the winter
storms.
Governor Carroll indicated, "This
year's severe winter weather has
spared no unit of government from
having to expend extra amounts of
money to combat the disruptive andw hazardous .c9rrzlitions . of...heavy
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
)=TA good • time to develop a
dormant talent, td repeat an old
strategy when others fail. Don't
yield to frustration in ANY
situation. Keep your eyes on a
golden future.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21i
Generous stellar influences
should help ycia..put over wor-
thwhile plans 'how. Some
changes may have to be made,
but they will prove profitable in
the long rim.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) n
-If not overanxious, you can
make extraordinary gains now.
Careful . thought and con-
sidention of past procedures
will give you direction.
CANCER
(June'22 to July 231 GO
Where you can step up im-
petus and momentum of ac-
tivity, don't hesitate: There's
'much to accomplish now. Just
one admonition: Don't overlook
details.
LEO 1•1
(July 24 to Aug, 23i v64-Ve, -
Old-fashioned common sense
will be needed in making
decisions. Self-reliance, plus a
certain amount of flexibility,
will alsci boost your stock.
VIRGO ' TI (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23), P—
Pep up the "difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficiency; study
others' methods to note where
.they could apply to your
situation.
't:11BRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may face some couipleit_
situations now, some unii-
pected obstaeles, so anticipate
Them— but with composure and





(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) nteft•
Differences4of opinion need
'not result in rifts. Get together
with those concerned and
calmly iron things out.
SAGM'ARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i
. Don't negate pastline. efforts
through-carelessness. Attend to
all affairs in a quiet,
dispassionate .manner Per-
sonal relationships should prove
rewarding.
CAPRICORN _
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) `IFJ
Look to others for suggestions
-- help, too. Don't try tit° much. -
hy yuuriell.rreiect_idgas




1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "1""
'There's a tendency now to -
take off on tangents or useless_
ventures unless you keep your
min on immediate objectives.
Press for efficiency
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Delay may seem the rule
rather than the exception. Work
to eliminate the causes of defeat
and disappointment before the
effects set' in.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
great love for the finer things in
life; are highly disceuriinatory
and extremely persistent in
your efforts to attain the lofty
goals you set for yourself. You
-- are endowed with great am-
bition and have an unusual
amount of reserve energy.
Don't waste it by scattering
your efforts. You have a great
appreciation for art, music and
1iteratiii; are also  _deft with
your hands and could excel in
__. designing. illustrating, interior
decorating or surgery.- Bir-
• thdate of: Anna Magnani, Ital.
actress; Anthony Armstrong



















































By Abigail Van Buren
Drives Carefully,
Thanks to Parents
DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to the letter signed by
-POP, who warned his 16-year-old daughter that if she was
arrested for --a traffie ,violation or was involved in an
accident that was her tault, he would take away her
driving privileges for a ye,ar. The daughter complained
about t.,he severity of the penalty, and POP asked for your
opinion.
Well, I am also 16, and when I became eligible for a
driver's license, my parents gave me a similar warning. At
first I thought they were wrong, but now I realize that
they were right..1 drive defensively, always watching out
for the other guy, and I've yet to have an auto accident or
get a parking ticket.
I agree with you, POP's -decision was a little too harsh.
-But forturtattityJite girl only hit -s-post. What--if-she-fracHrk—
another car?
SIXTEEN AND SAFE_
DEAR SIXTEEN: Read on for More opinions Of POP's
letter:
DEAR ABBY: I am 15, the oldest of five, and a licensed
driver. If POP takes your advice and allows his daughter
to drive- before her year is up, he's not very smart.
When my father sets a rule and does not enforce it, it's
just like breaking a promise. If the girl's mom thought
POP's rule was too harsh when he made it, she should
have spoken up at the time. I agree, a year is too long, but
once POP made the rule he should have stuck with it.
' ' LONA-H.
DEAR ABBY: I disagree that POP's punishment was
too harsh. If he doesn't stick to his guns, his daughter will
have no respect for him. I think the minimum age for
drivers should be 18. It would take a bunch of these idiot
kids off our streets and highways. I work near a high
school and I see the stupid things those kids in cars pull
every day. It's no wonder the death rate among teens from
auto accidents is so high.
You should have congratulated POP on his wise decision
instead of saying, "Lower the penalty this time, but if it
happens again lower the boom"
AGAINST TEEN DRIVERS_ . . , .4
DEAR ABBY: How dare you give such irresponsible
advice to POP? A conscientious father lays down the law to
his daughter and you advise him to back down!
His daughter was lucky. Do you know how many
thousands of people die in accidents_eaused by incompetent
teen-age drivers? Losing driving-privileges for a year is
not too severe a penalty.
Rather than complain _about the severity of the
punishment_ the datighteP/should thank God for a father
who cares enough abo 'her to make rules and stick with
them. There should more parents like POP!
CALIFORNIA TET(;ITF:14
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret Of
popularity/get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long.
self-addressed, statOped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Parents Murray Preschool
_Hear Mrs. Smith At Meet
In spite of icy toads, and
following a snowbreak in
January, many parents of the
Murray Preschool Cor-
poration gathered in the MSU
Early Childhood Center for
the February meeting.
Mrs. June Warden Smith,
Associate Professor in the
_ Department of Child Studies,
Murray State University,
gave a colorful and interesting
insight into the Children's
World of Books.
Mrs Smith, an expert in
Children's Literature, pointed
out that fairy tales and myths
are so vitally important to
young children growing up in
today's world which' is very
much dominated by
television.- A child's woild
Ifnainly revolves around him -
herself and his - her family,
but through reading we can
extend the child's world and
we can interpret this new
world to him - her, the speaker
said.
"It is important to chose the
right book for the right child at
the right time, because it is
the child's interest and the
child's living experience that
parents have to build on,"
Mrs. Smith added.
The parents were able to
view a variety of Children's
book from Mrs. Smith's own
collection. Mrs. Smith also
mentioned that the Murray
Calloday County Public
Library has a large children's
book collection from which the
children can chose their own
books.
Anyone interested in
learning more about the
Murray Preschool Cor-












20 % OFF CARPET or RUG —Regular Price',CLEAN I NG -9c sq. ft.
(Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Phone 753-2553
God Thru March 31, 1978
BOONE'S CLEANERS
'The Cleaner Interested In You"
"CPS VERSUS NON-CPS" was the case .tried during a simulated court proceeding .
presenfed by the Murray Chapter of The National Secretaries Association (In-
teroatioaal)at its-regular-febrimer meeting4Members of the cast {left- to right) were: -
Mrs. Cindy Herndon, CPS; Miss Doris Rowland, CPS; Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten; Mrs.
Bettye Baker; Mrs. MM Wilson; (top row, left to right): Mrs. Faye Wells, CPS; Mrs. Patsy
Dyeg_htrs. Jean Fleming-bin. _Anita .Thorna  CP Mrs, Mare Briggs; and. Mrs, hns14
Chadwick.
WILLOUGHBY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Auhrei
Stephen Willoughby of Murray
Route Eight are the parentiof
a baby boy, Stephen Chad,
_ eight- Valutti9.-M-
: Rttifle 31Viovbegt
'born on Tuesday, Feb. 7, at _the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is employed at
Wallis Drug as a pharmacist.
The mother, the former Peggy
Adams, is a teacher in the
Graves County School System
and is presently on a tem-
porary leave of absence.
—Grandparents are Mr. arid-
Mrs. Aubrey P. Willoughby of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Adams of Metropolis, III. A
great grandmother is Mrs.
Isabel Thompson Cunningham
of Murray. -
It was in 1910 that- the ar-
mored car first traveled Amer--
tan-Toads. Atthts tine-ft-wag a
regular bank on wheels, com-
plete with banking room, a
cashier's window and safe,
'Neat kflghts-and--arr-
alarm.
Special Court Session Held By Secretaries
Order in the court was the
ruling by the Judge, played by
Mrs. Linda 'Chadwick 
Winter, kept up a fast pace ofsecretary to Attorney-at-Law
Don Overby, in a simulated questioning as each brought
court- proceeding of a civil out valid 
against the- . Certified 
points for and
case of 'Patsy Dyer vs:Doris.
Rowland, CPS," which was Professional Secretary
held in the Calloway County Program (CPS) during the
Courthouse court room, and trial'
by the Murraypresented Witnesses included for the- 
Chapter of NSA at its regular Defense, CPSs Cindy Hem -
February meeting. don, Anita Thomas, and Doris
Mrs. Dyer, secretary toRowland, and for the Plaintiff,
MSU President Constantine Mrs. Mayre Briggs, Mrs. Jean
Curris, charged issFleming, along with Mrs.M 
Rowland, CPS, secretary Dyer.
Peoples Bank President Mrs. Neva Grey AllbrittenBitrepresented manaiennent'sBoyd, with suppressing anc
view of the CPS rating. Mrs:depressing .._ the seretarta_ 
profession by" promoting. aruMia Wilson 'setved as the
attaining the CPS rating. baliff. Nine local NSA
members have taken the CPSThe Plaintiff's Counsel
played by Mrs. Faye Wells exam, and five have been
certified since 1972.CPS, secretary to MSI
Mrs. Thomas, president ofMilitary Science Chairmai
Colonel Routt, and th the local NSA Chapter, stated,
Defense - Cptril5ret' -Played- Irthat CPS rwahilet ngiishene-PwYitostPthillrea-cifrea,-Mrs. Bettye Baker, secretor:.
to MSU Acting Dean the Institute Tor -reffifying
Secretaries has, been in
existence since 1951. The' own the
arden Path."
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
A gardener once said that
one thing an amateur gar-
dener needs to learn is,
"When to be in a hurry and
when to restrain himself." It
is a good thing to remember
at this time of the year, when
most of us are so anxious to
get to work in the yard. Of
course the snow coverec
ground has kept us back for E
while but with the coming oi
March we feel we ' have
waited long enough. In a week
or so, it will be such a temp-
lation to remove mulches on
the first warm day. But
DON'T. Being covered all
winter with several inches of
mulch and having a covering
of snow over that has made
the roots of many plants
vulnerable to even a light
frost.
Rather, lets spend OUT
energy in planning what to dc
a little later. Get the garden
tools in good shape. Check
'them out and see if you have
all you need. For sortie
reason, one or more -of my
garden tools. always disap-
pear during the winter
months. I have a specjefshovel
that has a way of getting lost
every year. A check-up now
may save you time -and
frustration a little later.
There are Many new tools on
the market that will make the
cultivating a- tnore pleasant
task. Things are offered from
nice garden tractors down to
the sharpest pruning tool and
small transplanting equip-
ment. They make it all sound
so easy.
Garden work isn't easy, it is
demanding and constant, but
to those who love it, it isn't
work, but fulfillment and
creation. That is why so many
of us enjoy the reward of
having accomplished a task
we set--out to do. There is
nothing so delightful as,
setting out a plant in the yard,
tending it, watching it grow
and develop, and finally
seeing it blossom into a thing
of beauty.
pia you 'get your pruning
done last fall? There are
cyergreens (.that you -eau
prune now, or fall blooming
shrubs But DON'T..prune any
spring bloomers. You will
Most evergreens are not
pruned severely enough. I
always hate to cut into a
perfectly healthy plant. But if
it is mis-shapen or awkward,
or a branch sticks out, lop it
off. Don't trim a neglected
shrub all at once. Take off a
few branches this year and
wait until later to finish up. It
is better to snip off a little
here and there each year.
Most people don't prune
severely enough, especially
roses. Now, however, when
you cut into them, remove
only the dead branches and
save the severe pruning until
fall.
Murray Chapter supports the
Institute's objective which is
to upgrade the secretarial
profession  _by encni =swing
secretaries to raise their own
standards of professionalism,
"and the sitinilaiedirial had the
audience taking a hard look at
the importance of the rating,
and Its potential benefits to
local secretaries, said Mrs.
Thomas, and the audience was
the jury during the trial.
Members_  and IgLiests_at-,: _
tended the special presen-
tation along with Dr. La Verne
Ryan:Coordinator of the CPS
Review classes at Murray
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Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead!  Or try our burger chicken shrimp or fishmeals. rti_OE Our.oney-kleing diIy, wecials_ak C moo in ter complete meals that costiust a little more than eat-and-run snacks, At
Sirloin Stockade
A real steak meal you can really afford!
Sizzlih-hot steak (7 diffefent kin- -  - 
49),--steeming baked P°4at.° w3th WPC"44' °I.- SPECIALS
crunchy fries.. .a salad, a butter-melting hand- AN ii,da46„, saw apai &mai
ful of Stockade Toast, and your drink.
MONDAYS
Chopped Sirloin Meal, only $1.89!
TUESDAYS •
Hearty Club Steak Meal, Just $2.19!
WEDNESDAYS
Tasty Chicken Fry Steak Meat, $2.29!
THURSDAYS
Fried Chicken, all you can eV
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Let's Stay Well By FJ L BlasIngame, M.D
Fluoride In Public Water
_
0: Mr. C.. M. writes ti*.
he has seen a great deal of
public? the press and
on "Tya ut water contain-
mg 'hidden, invisible chem-
icals which may cause can-
cer. The government is
apparently starting a
cleanup program to see
that such industrial wastes
are reit/1mM by heteer fil
tration plants.
Mr. C. M. wants to know
if fluoride has been investi-
gated and whether its addi-
tion to the public %eater
supply may be a possible
carcinogen.
A: Your question is tirne-
. ly, reasonable and oftinter-
esLto the public. .
While differences of
opinion exist about the wis-
dom of fluoridation of the
_public, water supplies—the




Mil, has released - recent
findings of their study on
the mutagenic (potential
starting of caricer cells
- effects of controlled ani-
mal and bacterial studies
of fluoride. According to
the report, these experi-
ments showed no carcino-
genic changes related-- to
uoride intake. 
The tests were carried
out in the animals in life-
long and short-term fluo-
ride intake studieSe. Like-
wise, fluoride was not mu-
tagenic in bacteria. When
they were grown—in:. cul-
tures which contained a
wide range of concentra-
tion of fluoride.
According to a recent
issue of ADA News, pub-
lished by the American
Dental Association, the re-




structure and is not mute-
genic according to the re-
sults of either our double-
blind animal tests or the
recognized system of bac-
terial mutagenesis assay.'
In other words, the addi-
tion of fluoride to a public
water supply is safe and
not a cause of cancen,
according to these find-
ings
Color Blindness More
Corn mon Among Men
' CI: Mt. M. D. asks, "How
---cornnioirj iffldflefLres-
and does it affect both men
and women"
A: Color blindness, to
some degree, affects about
eight out of each 100 males
and one out of each 200
females.
Conservation Of Energy Is
Discussed By Local Agent







-112e-wornan'o _ttild  of 
St. Some people use half
-again
Leo's Catholic Church will a"ntlek-gas-"'electilcitY as
have -a salad luncheon on, 
others do to prepare the same
Tuesday, March 7, with Penny
Cappock and Theresa-Burke
as co-chairmen, who will be
assisted by Sallie Gay,
Marcella Rung, and. Amanda
Bile. "
Theme of the luncheon will
be St. Patrick's Day. Each
member is asked to bring a
friend to the luncheon to be
held at Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne -Streets,
MISS YOUR PAPERt
Sobscribors vilto have sit
received their bewo-delkwed
copy of The Manny Limiest
Times by S:30 'p.ot. Mestiw-
kiday
.
 *SAO p. Stew.,
Om aro areal WIWI 753-1114
between 5:30 p. w. wW 6 p.n.,
Itleaky-frWay, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4p. tit. Saturdays, to Wore
delivery of the newspaper. Cab
west be pieced by 6 p.n. week-
days or 4 p.n. Sehiniarys to
eaersattee.delvery.
A recent test conducted by
the National Bureau of
Standards compared energy
use by cooks fixing identical
meals on identical equipment.
They discovered a big dif-
ference in kitchen habits.
.Exhaust Fans, Coffee
Makers- Kitchen exhaust fans
draw warm air out of the
house, so use youri as little as_
possible.
—An electric coffee maker
can waste energy too. One
the coffee is ready, pour it into
a thermos jug to keep hot,
instead of leaving the coffee
pot plugged in or turned on. If
coffee has cooled down, use a
small pan on the range to
r heat just one cup, instead of
heating the Wbole potful:
Range-top Cooking-A
pressure saucepan is an
energy miser. It cookifobds in
about one-fourth their usual
time. Ituses low heat once the
correct pressure is reached.
—Small pots on large
_nctoking_tu.lits waste heat.
Match the pan size lo the
raage-unit size.
—For long cooking, cast-
aluminum or cast-iron pots
hold the heat well.
—Put the pot on the range
unit before turrag it on. Turn
the heat off before the cooking
is complete, using retained'
heat to finish the joh- - - - - -
—Ust-ap little cooking liquid
as. possible ahd use tight-
fitting lids.
—Boil only the amount of
water you need for instant tea,
coffee or hot chocolate.
Oven Cooking-Microwave
ovens use much less energy
than conventional ovens.
—Don't peak if you can help
it. Everytime you open that
door, the oven temperature
drops from 25 to 100 degrees F.
—Plan mealsand baking so
that you colt* several foods in
the oven at once. If you just
want to bake two potatoes to
go with dinner, for instance,
usea small cooking appliance.
Or bake a pie or cake along
with them in the big oven.
—If you use glass or por-
celain-enamel baking utensils,
you can serThi—oven teul
perature 25 degrees F lower
than when using metal cook-
ware. - - --
-No preheating is
necessary for "most -foods,
except for those using
ieavening agents (cakes,
breads, cookies and such.
—With many foods, such as
Who?
Has All Your Plumbing
Supplies & Needs




















All clothes are expensive
All can benefit from our
Sanutone drycleaning care
that keeps the colors alive,
the spotless appearance, S'ie
like-new look_and feel You
get more enjoyment out of
your ctotbing when you use
our Sahitone drycleanmg to
keep them looking lust right
-You save in longer garment lute
Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
















You Mug Present This
CouponWhen You ining





Of $ 1 19
Sweaters II sedi
trigs any gurabse. Vey mint prim/sot
this coupes whits yes brigs yew
clewing to Seem sageness.





Brigs soy number. fits suns, vessel
this citspon ages yes Swish yiw















the home of Mrs. George
Hart at 630 p.m. ler a
business Meeting. Note time
and date.
Calloway County Band
Boosters will meet at the band
room at Calloway High at 7:30
p.m. with plans for the
Opry land trip to be made.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and - Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
.the Health Center, North 7th




at the church for the week of
prayer program by the
Baptist Young Women.
meats-and casseroles, you can
turn off the heat 15 to 30
minutes before cooking time is
up. Retained heat will finish
the job.
—When you have finished
cooking, leave the oven door
-open on a cold day to take
advantage -of that little bit of
extra heat as the oven cools- A
Word. Of Caution: An im-
portant "don't" here: Never
use your gas or electric oven
or range as a space beater to
warm up the kitchen.
That was one of the winter-
time duties of an old wood or
coal cookstove, buy trying to
use modern cooking equip-
ment this way is dangerous. It
might start a fire, or use up
osYliellneecied for breathing-
-It's also inefficient -ate of
energy. It could even damage
your oven or range, which.
wasn't made for that kind of
extensive use.





Baby Girl Dick (Deborah),
1, Morray.
Dismissals
Todd M. Lewis, CR 180, New
Concord, Mrs. Martha K.
Galloway, 207 So. 13th.,
Murray, Harold D. Folwell,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Martha J.
Kendall, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Mary B. Jones, 1204
Olive, Murray, Douglas/ G
Jourden, Rt. 7, Murray, Vicky
L. Burris, Clark Hall, MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Dowdy, 301, Chestnut,
Murray, Denny Beane, 1300
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret K. Hurd, 1713 Wells
Ext., Murray, Walter E
Rhodes, 509 SO. 8th., Murray,
'I'. C. Miller, Rt. 1, Piiryear,
Tii.Mrs. Robbie L. Canup, 604
So. 9th., Murray, Mrs
Sharilyn B. Wisehart, Rt. 4,
Murray, Maynard Ragsdale,
503 No. 6th., Murray, Ernest
L. Hopper, Rt. 4, Murray.
Mrs. Dorothy E. Suggs, Rt. 7.
Murray, Hester C. Charlton.
Rt. 1, Hazel, Walter E. Prit-
chard, Rt. 3, Mayfield, Erhe
White, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Eva






Baby Boy Smith ( Anna l, Ht
1, Murray.
Dismissals .
Mrs. Linda K. Watkins, Rt
1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs
Margaret L. Campbell, Rt 5.
Paris, Tn., Robert R. Farmer
/06 'So. 14th., Murray, Misc
Teresa -G. Allen, Box 74.
Clinton, Mrs. Sadie N. Water,
1397 Johnson Blvd., Murray.
Randy L. McCallon, Rt. 2
Murray, Ernest M. MadrQ
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Floeta .1
Phillips, 512 So. 13th., Murra
Samuel L. Chadwick, 106 Se
12th., Murray, Jerry S
Dortch rt. 2, Dover, Tn., H
Chad Bazzell, Rt. 1, Far
mington, Robert G. Bratton.
3'16 No. Porter, Paris, Tn., jo,
Pat Ray, Box 9L Hazel, Nk
Rob Walston, Rt. 2, Murra;
Miss D. Kay Melton, 909 Stor;
Murray, Kenneth M. Kellar
116 Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs
Sheila D. Harrell, P.O. Be.
251, Puryear, Tn., Mr.,
Pamela J. Beechen, Rt :"7
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Ann M.
Perry, 1619 Sunset, Murra
Mrs. Sara M. Waldrop, Rt
Sedalia, Christian A. Woods
Apt. D-4 Murray Manor.
Murray, Vernon Anderson
2006 College Fm. Rd., Murra
Loin S. Atchison, Rt. 2, Big
Sandy, Ta., Mrs. ,Elizabet));31,rifitar
. I
• Int• •
Recital by Sue Pratsclmer,
graduate student in oral in-
terpretation, will be at eight
p.m. in the- Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Murray Civic Music
Association will present The
Pittsburgh Ballet at the Lovett
- auditorium, Muiray state
University, at eight p.m.
Admission is by membership
card only or by Murray State
student identification card.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m.
Lottie Moon Group of First
'Baptist Church Women will
-meet- with Mrs, LaYanclit
Turner at seven p.m.
Tuesday, March 7
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. at the church with
toffee to be served 9:30
a.m. and the executive boiled
to meet at nine a.m.
Ellis Center will be ;pen
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens. For information call
753-0929.
Delta Department of-
Murray Wu....t's Club will-
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club




Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting at 7:30
p.m. at the club house
Musical by members of
Sigma Alpha Iota honorary
music fraternity will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital




WMU will meet at the home of-
Wilma Billington, 1515 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with the Betty
Sledd group in charge of the
program.
Tuesday, March 7
Dexter Senior Citizens will




Corpoitaticii will meet at 7:30
p.m. in the MS13") Early
Childhood Center with' Ms.
Mary Jane Howard as the
guest speaker (First Aid for
Children). _
Group II of First Christian
Charch.CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. A. B. Austin at
two p.m. with Mrs. Guthrie
Churchill as cohostess.
,
Jessie Ludwig Circle of
First Presbyterain Church
will meet at the home of Lela
Dowdy at 1:30 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will have a
salad luncheon at Gleason
Hall at noon with each
member to bringa friend._
Style show, "Magic Fashion
Montage," will be presented
by Music Department of
Wirraf —Worm-PI s Chub a
seven p.m. at the Clara Eagle
Gallery of Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Sara Hussung at ten
a.m., Dorothy- wtttr- -Mrs--
Durwood Bean, lit10:30-a.m.,
and Bea Walker Group with .
Mrs. 6. T. Moody at 7:30 p.m.
PAGEANT CANDIDATE — Connie Elaine Manning,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max Manning of Murray
Route One and third grade student at Southwest
-Calloway Elementary School, has been accepted as 4
candidate-at-large in the Little Miss category of the All
Americart.Giti State Pageant scheduled for April 14 to
16 at the Hilton Inn, Lexington. She will be sponsored
by her parents and Trina's 'Action Wear, Southside
Shopping Center.
S.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS. Club will




be held at the Boston Tea
Party Restaurant (formerly
Perkins) at 7:30 a.m. for all
area farmers. Free breakfast
will be served.
, .
Story Hour will be- held at
three p.m. only today at the
-eaffoway--- Ctrunty - btj 
Library.
Free-For -The_ Asking I
write 3
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray,XY 42071
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering aboutt fast way to pt
..your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
out save your-family time and money.
Lot me hear from you soon.
Kathryn-O—utland_733-30.19
lreitharffon.  • • •
LEARN BEFORE-
YOU LEAP
\VI ti -7 5W 75-?.td itrTght M,Ites
porte':rot:on .in-7-17---375-OTT-Eare7f -and
more enjoyable
Telching individual sports skills is
Ir. important part of the new physical
,,,.i,Jycrion Iri. many schools So children
crow into an active, healthy
with less rk of injury, more
selt-eteerr.ond areater confidence
We t'r-H-k everyone should know how
to swiiri How to ,..rtoid stress (Inc.' tension
! -.nd physical tr.









167.u4 ,mass,_ • r
et, g'-`.111.111c171$18NdiUg.
BARBECUE
Next Door To Tucker TV
121 North
*-4
Specializing in Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Pit Barbecue
v Delicious Steaks
v 10e Coffee - Free Refills












Remember wheri the seasons
used to be spring, summer, fall
• and winter — instead of winter,
winter, winter and winter?
Well,-there are a buncliTa
eternal optimists at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky's College of
Agriculture who have just sent
_us their 1970 gardening- calen-
dar. It tells when .and how to
plant trees, fruits and
vegetables, and how to take
care of the grass and shrubs.
_J... You remember, grass, don't
you folks? That green little thin
stuff that used. to poke up out of
the "dirt on your lawn. Lawn? -
That is the material that lies
under the glacier now surroun-
ding your house.
Anyway, the agriculture ex-
perts tell about planting cab-
:: bage,. lettuce, tomatoes, and
bow to combat crabgrass and
stuff like that. One of our
editors has an entirely different
viewpoint on how to tell when
. spring is coming and what to.
•, do.
He bought a house last year,
'and it happened that when the
family moved in they
discovered to their delight
.a huge and presumably .ancient
- black snake which lived in the
'woodshed under the
house.
It happens that the previous
owner's wife was petrified of
snakes, but we must forgive
each other. After all, there's no
accounting for taste.
The editor, however, and his
wife, and their kids, were
delighted. to ,fiud this
blacksnake. They surprised
him one day in the back yard, in
fact, and after the dad
measured him at 72 inches
long, the oldest- Son, wrapped
the snake around his (the son's,
not the dad's) shoulder&
We know- where the
blacksnake lives, folks. He is
burrowed under the ground;
'neath a woodpile in the wood-.
shed. When we first saw- him-
last summer, he had little lum-
ps along his length, about six in-
ches apart. We surmised they
were mice that he had eaten.
Now .that winter has been with
us -So long, the mice are
_scapering all over the house,
and the cat can't keep up with
the supply.
So you' can have your
crocuses, And the voice of the
turtle, and when to plant the
radishes. .Our sure sign of
spring is when our great big old
blacksnake comes stirring out
of his den, tongue flicking and
hungry for mice.
On that day the family wilr
cheer, and the oldest son will
Wrap him around his neck once
more, and we will know that, at
long long last, spring has come
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tt Ri os land E‘ans and Robert Nioak
ordan's Problem
WASHINGTONG — Continuing ex-
pansion of Hamilton Jordan's jerry-
built power at the White House, despite
the titillating public debate over what
he did in Washington singles bar,
re veaLs___ninch aliout th  rter
presidency and hints at future
problems..
Once President Carter's principal
aide became the target of political
cartoons and Johnny Carson
monologues, old Washington hands'
presumed Jordan's days- were num-
bered. That betrayed. the establish-
ment's inability to understand Jimmy
Carter. The Oval office perception that
anti-Jordan ridicule is acultural attack _
.41..14wer solidifies
Jordan's position.
-The result is more than mere SUti:
vival. Rather, the unfavorable publicity -
coincided with the evolution of Jordan
into a--de facto chief of staff who will not
and cannot fulfill the duties of that post.
Because nobody else can perform those
duties while Jordan holds the job, the
trouble afflicting the White House in
the first Carter year may be per-
petuated.
Serious problem posed by Jordan's
unsuitability for the role are now
eclipsed by his difficulties with the
gossipists. Other presidential aides say
that for Mr. Carter to downgrade the
beleagured Jordan at this time would
invite anti-Carter snipers to pick off
others in his official family.
This admirable sentiment, however,
hints at an "us-against-them" bunker
unable, because of disease or injur+, to
satisfactorily and efficiently perform. .
the duties of the position which he or
she occupied or the duties of a similar
position. Unlike Social Security
disability where a person must be
disabled for all of employment, the civil
service applicant does not need to show
that he is disabled for all kinds of work.
The Civil Service Commission makes
the determination as to whether an
employee is disabled. Unless there is
other evidence acceptable to the
Commission, the employee must un-
dergo an official medical examination
which will be arranged without cost to
the employee, either by the employing
agency or the Civil Service Com-
mission.
The- employee's injury or disease mentality. By the account of
does not necessarily have to be in- presidential aides, the attack on Jordan
curred while on duty. However, if it is stems partly from the Washington
incurred while on duty the employee establishment's scorn for the Georgia
will have a choice between annuity upstarts an partly from a desire to
under the retirement system and damage the President himself. Such
benefits from the Office of Worker's intense, emotion tends to 'bury the real,
Compensation Programs, and may Jordan problem.
choose the greater benefit. Jordan spent his early White House
• in employee may not claim period as a patronage dispenser, but in
disability benefits on any disease or easy, unpublicized steps has taken on
the difficult assignitent of coordinatinginjury. It may not be based on a
action and policy. He was first assigneddisability of short duration, or on
disability due to vicious habits, in- the ,task of political analysis on all
temperance, or willful misconduct on questions, then given the job of cor-
dinating all policy steps with politicalthe employee's part within the five-
ends. He now runs meetings of both theyear period before becoming disabled.
senior staff and_ overall staff and at-An employee is eligible to have his
disability annuity started the day after tends national security staff meetings.
separation from his civilian job, or the Jordan has been the point-man on
day, after his pay status terminates and everything.important: Lance, Panama,
he Or she meets the disability and coal, Mideast, SALT.
service requirements. This looks suspiciously like the-
Applications for a Civil Service -conventional chief of staff that both the
Disability Annuity must be filed with President and Jordan abjure, but
- the' Civil Service Commission before - hetein lies the danger. While seeming
to perform that necessary function,the 'employee is separated from ser-.
vice, or within one year thereafter. Jordan cannot really meet its Eicl
HEARTLINE: My wife will be 65 ministrative requirements. Of all
r years old this September. I am only 61 the Georgians close to Mr. Carter,
and I plan to work until the age of 65. I Press secretary Jody Powell might best
know that my wife is not eligible to qualify to handle that job, but never
' draw Social Security benefits on my Jordan.
work record until I retire, but I am A symptom is his refusal to return
wondering if she is eligible on her own. prtss or congressional telphone calls.
She did some work for a couple of years N
in the late. 30's and early 40's. How do Miiiray Ledger 8r,,Times
we find out if she is qualified to draw
Social Security on her work record? K. Publisher Walter I. Apperson
C. ,.) Editor . R 
Gene McCutcheon
.._.„ . The -Murray ledger & Tunes is published
A. Your wife needs SberhiSecurity every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
form OAR-7004, "Request for rir. rpaayy4ewmaYea‘: 
Day
llic,.87110T"N'74Vsbty;
Statement of Earnings." This form Murray. Kye.%‘IPe. second Luis. Postage Paid at
should bejilled out in full and mailed to misirjay. KYIPTI437701N..RATES, In areas served by
the Social Security Administration. The carriers, $2.50, per morcolunith payable, in advance.
Social Security' Administration will 
Har-
din. 
to giltn try, nd
BY ml:lialitielCri" Yia and Fa d.
then send her a complete history of her Paris Buchanan and Puryear, In., $17 50.per,
work record under Social Security, year By mail to 
other destirotions, $32 SO per
year.
including the number of quarters of Member of Associated Pram's, Kentucky Press
coverage she has attained. These forms 
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association. A
are readily attainable at y.onr local The Alisociated Press is exclusively entftled to
. Social Security office. Or, if this is 
republish local news originated by The Murray
ledger & Times &Swell as all other AP news_ —
inconvenient for you, write to: Hear- TELEPHONE NUMBERS •
eligibility for a civil service disability tline -- Department RES, 114 E. Dayton 
Business Office . ........... .... . 753-196
3.0.11111-1.10 aF4 -thaLthe - eMPLOYee- -- 'Dag - i Stif Nest- Alesandrta; Ohio ' 48381. - sessitrroisigsrAsii:-. -- 7-::.."74:31;g:.
Classified Advertising
t... ' 753-19IS
' •.-• %-.1--bove -al- least-five -Yew's- at civilian- - Please 'enclose a -.1Ong,' self-Oddressed• • , .'" Icireubt"" -. . . New ts s lindSpor Dept 75.34918
• • service- and the employee must be . stamped envelope.' ' #
Heartline is a service' for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. ff
you have a question or a problem not
answered in this column, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
•
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 45
years old in May of this year. At that
time I am going to start drawing my
Social Security benefits. My next door
.neighbor retired last year and he -
received a large check when he started
.to draw. I was wondering how I can go---
-about doing this. Can you help me? C. S.
A. When your neighbor retired, he
'must have taken retroactive Social
Security benefits for the twelve months
prior to his retirement. Since the
passage of the new Social Security bill
on December 15, 1977, this is no longer
possible in most cases.
. Under the old law, a person was
:permitted to elect to receive benefits
:for up to 12 months prior to the month in
-:which they filed an application. If such
!months were prior to 'age 6.1, benefits
were actually reduced. The new bill will
eliminate retroactive benefits where
permanently reduced benefits would
occur. It does not apply to cases where
--the benefits are disability-related or
.where unreduced dependents' benefits
are involved. This became effective
with all applications filed on or after
January 1, 1978.
For people who are on Social Security
or for those who are going to be drawing
theirs shortly, Heartline has -.written a
. book especially for them. "Heartline's
-Guide To Social- Security'. has been
* developed to aid all people to- un-
derstand what benefits they might he
-eligible to receive. This book covers
regular retirement, disability, wife's
'benefits, widow's benefits, allowed
earnings and many more important
facts on Social Security. This book also
goes into detail on some of the problem
areas of Social Security. You may
obtain this book by sending $2.00 to
"Heartline'S Guide to-SoCial Securily,"
P. 0. Box 11934, Chicago, IL 60611. This
book is completely guasanteed and if
you are not satisfied your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 58-years-old and
I have been working in a federal
- government job under the Civil Service
Commission. I have a v.esy bad case of
asthma and I find it extremely hard to
work. Can you tell me what the
qualifications and procedures are to
apply for a .civil Service disability
annuity? J. ..B.
A. The major qualifications for
He explains this by saying he does not
want to preempt press secretary
Powell or White House lobbyist Frank
More, but in fact he never returns
anyone's call.
How explain-this-phobia about the-
telephone, unparalleled since the-
notorious plionophobia of. Czar Nicolas
II? Friends of Jordan insist it is not
arrogance, but shyness and ad-
ministrative incompetence. "Hamilton
just can't handle hundreds of phone
ealls," one staffer told us.
If that administrative task is beyond
Jordan, obviously he cannot handle
what other presidential aides feel is
urgently needed: a reduction of Mr. .
CatIees.---reutifie; -and-early-warning
-system for trouble ahead, a high degree
oi political coordination. While Jordan
stays-as-ineffective chief of staff, obit
viou.sly no effective chief can be in-
stalled.'
Moreover, Jordan is no formulator of
coherent administration philosophy.
Some colleagues say he is a committed





pragamatic than ideological. He was
instrumental in the President's
decision to scrap the B-1 bomber, but
his argument was Mr. Carter's duty to
fulfill a campaign promise.
Jordan's forte -is instinctive-political
dlki yms. He first warned the President
of Panama Canal trouble and mobilized
a campaign to meet it, though 'this ws
hardly a unique insight. In truth, at 33,
Jordan is a bright koung man with
limited background and good political
insights, who like other. mortals is-
sometimes right, sothetimes wrong.
Power has not accrued to him
because of incendiary brilliance but
because the President trusts, loves and
needs him. White House overreaction to
attacks on Jordan in his time. of per-
sonal ordeal i„s, therefore, un•
tierstandable and even commendable.
But beyond that, what one aide calls
"the symbiotic tie" between Jimmy
Carter and Hamilton Jordan may
prevent needed changes and
dangerously deepen and shortcomings




You ought to see my slam dunk.'
It's a thing of raw power, beauty. I
pattern my drive to the hoop after that
of James Lee, the intimidating forward
with the University of Kentucky
Wildcats. After watching Lee dazzle the
23,500 fans at Rupp Arena in Lexington
plus the who-knows-how-many-at-home
Saturday, I knew I was ready.
So, Sunday afternoon I went outside
and shoveled what little snow there was
left on mY driveway, careful to sweep
the water off too. I laced up my tennis
shoes, got my basketball, and trotted to
my little Rupp Arena which happens to
be a driveway court with a goal
mounted on the front of my garage.
I was ready. Imagine if you will a
miniature Rick Robey, only giving
away over a foot in height and 60 odd
pounds in weight.
Now, think back to the 92-70 UK blitz
over the University of Nevada Las
Vegas Runnin' Rebels Saturday. One
particular Lee slam dunk comes to
mind..ft was in the last half, think, and
UK had tfie game in hand.
Lee's dunk came almost as if a script
were written for it: The bullnecked
foruEid had the ball going toward the
Wildcat basket. The script called for
two opponents to trot along side like
puppies chasing a car. Lee shifted into,
-second, geared up to third, and when he
hit high gear, he left the floor about
midcotut, blazing through the air. A
micro second later, above the rim he
arched his arm upward and let go of the
ball. SWOOSH! The fiery object shred
the net and slammed to the ffoor,
leaving a slight dent. Twenty thousand
fans leaped to their feet in Rupp Arena.
I followed Lee's action and when he
duriked, I leaped from my rocking
chair, landing in the center of the living
room, startling the cat and prompting
my 19-month-old daughter to wonder
what idiocy her father was up to.
My slam dunk is much like Lee's. I
start my Move on the sidewalk and
approach the basket from the left side
of the driveway. A couple of snappy
dribbles and: . . DOUBLE SWOOSH!! It
doesn't matter .that I cannot touch the
basketball--rim, except whet -1 use a
- stepladder, I citn barely touch .the net'
on a good, solid leap. It's still a dunk all
'The same.
I reprayed the entire UK-UNLV
game, dunk-and all, yesterday before a
packed lawn — my cat, three birds
sitting in a magnolia tree and a dog who
happened by and took a casual interest.
. . at the cat, not me.
There I was: 'Rick Robey underneath
the basket grabbing every rebounding
ball in sight; Jack Givens, smooth as
silk, shooting the short jumpers; Kyle
Macey, directing the team downcourt;
Jay Shidler, shooting the long bombs
(My Shidler shot is taken from the other
side of the highway, about 100 feet or so
from the goal, standing in four inches of
wet, mushy snow. I've tried to shoot
from as far away as Shidler but I'll
probably need to practice until mid-
summer at least.); the Claytor long
archer from side court; and on and on.
My cat reminded me of UK coach Joe
Hall, rather glib, seldom ruffled at the
shenanigans on the driveway: -
I muffed a couple of easy shots, losing
the ball out of bounds in the snow.
"Sorry, coach. I'll do better next time,'
I a polog ited.
"Coach,, you need a good seventh
man? You got Florida State in the
NCAA tourney. I can run, dribble
cleanly, shoot with ease. How about it?
"I asked the coach.
The cat eyed me for a minute,
yawned, then ambled away.
So much for my slam dunk.
--Bible Thought
"I( thou draw out thy scul to the
hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul;
then shalt thy light rise in obscurity,
any thy darkness be as the moon
day." Isaiah 58:10
God honors those who have a. gen
Mlle and compassionate corn rrn tor
those, who have little of this world's
goods
Isn't It The Truth
If there lives anybody who doesn't
believe that women always get theJast
word, then let hirroor her ponder the
statistics that, la-variably show., that
,wornen live longer.
10 Years Ago
About one hundred acres was burned
yesterday in area northwest of New
Providence in Calloway County, ac-
cording to Boyce McCuiston, forest 
ranger for thel'aren. The area was about
forty_ acres of timber and about sixty
acres if of grass land.
PFC Stanley T. Hargrove, son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove, is now 4,..Tving
with the Ilth Armored Unit in Vfrtnam.
Deaths reported include Dr. Nita
Littleton, Willie Turpin, Mrs. Mattie
Thomas, age 98, and Payton Nance.
Miss Pam Cooper has been elected
queen of-thetaIVewayt011fttrItIdIng
Club will compete for the title of Miss
West Kentucky Horseman' s
Asseciation at the banquet at a later
date.
The Rev. Ed Frank Jeffrey will be the
speaker at the meeting Of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held tonight at the club
house.
20 Years Ago.
Calloway County Judge Wayton
Rayburn presided at the meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Court held on
March 4.
Deaths reported include-Robert (Cap
Bruce, age 50.
Lynn Grove beat Douglas and North
Marshall beat Murray High in the
second games of the Fourth District
Basketball Tournament. High Scorers
were Warren with 44 for Lynn Grove,
'Jackson with 32 for Douglas, Larimer
with 18 for North Marshall, and Pugh
with 13 for Murray.
Births reported include a boy,
Christopher Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. B. J.
Saunders on March 3, and a girl, Becky
-Jane, to Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Thornton
on Feb. 23.
Elder Robert H. _Myr- -al -Azerna,
Calif., and Elder Barton F. Stapley of
Lyndyl, Utah, are serving as
missionaries for the Church of Jesus
Chirst of Latter Day Saints in the
_Mist:a area.
3,0 Years Ago
Gov. Earle C. Clements told a group
of First District Legislators that he
favors acquisition by the state of the
Tennessee Valley Authority village at
Kentucky Dam as a part of the Ken-
tucky Park system.
The Rev. Robert Jarman was named
president of the Murray Rotary Club.
Other officers are Robert Laznb, vice-
president GufBillington, -secretary;
Hunter' Love, treasurer; A.-Carman.
and Ed Fenton, directors; Harry Sledd,
sergeant-at arms.
Brewers beat Murray, Shape bent
Hardin, Calvert City beat New Con-
cord, and Benton beat Kirksey in the
second day of games of the Fourth
District Basketball Tournament. High
scorers were Thweatt with 19 for
Brewers, Hackett with eight for
Murray, L. Inglish with 29 for Sharpe,
Ross with 17 for Hardin, McLemore
with 13 for Calvert City, Dowdy with 15
for New Concord, Cole with 18 for
Benton, and Adams with nine for
Kirksey.
The Lambuth College Choir of
Jackson, Tn., will sing Sunday in
worship services at the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church, according to
the pasta, the Rev. C. L. Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Shipley of
Chicago, M., have been the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross and Mr.
and Mrs. M. D. Shipley.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 6, the 65th
day of 1978. There are 300 days left in
the year. .
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1836, the Alamo in San
Antonio, Texas, fell to a Mexican force
after a 13-day siege. Davy Crockett and
the other defenders were killed.
On this date:
In 1475, Renaissance artist
Michelangelo was born in Caprese,
Italy.
In 1857, the 'U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that a slave, Dred Scott, could not sue
for his freedom in a federal court.
In 1945, during World War II, the
German city of Cologne fell to the U.S.
1st Army.
In 1957, the former British African
colonies of the Gold Coast and Togoland
became the independent state of
Ghana.
In 1974, President Richard Nixon, in a
televised news conference, denied he
had ever approved hush money or
cleinency for the Watergate defend--
ants.
Ten years ago: North Vietnamese
gunners shot down a U.S. Air Force
transport plane, killing 44 passengers
and five crewmen.
Five years ago: The Nixon ad-
ministration reimposed mandatory
price controls on the country's biggest
oil companies, affecting crude oil,
gasoline, beating oil and other refinery
products.
One year ago: Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin arrived in WashingtOn
for a meeting with President Carter
and he said Israel would do its utmost to
help advance the cause of peace.
Today's birthday: Julius Rudel,
director of the New York City Opera
Company, is 57 years old.
Thought for today: A nation not
conscious of its own past is adrift
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THREE-POINT PLAY - Fronk GUN= ($2) of the Tigers
powers inside end is fouled by Jeff Capps (SS) of the Marshals.
Gilliam mode the basket and tho free throw. The other Mar-
shall County player looking swig Dennis Nast-.
(Staff Photos by Mika Iliondon)
SWIFT MOVE - Wicky Swift puts on a swift move to scoot
post Jeff Capps (SS) end score two points, Swift, only a
sophomore, scored 12 points for the Tigers and played ex-
tremely tough under the boards.
Marshals Gun Down
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Tears welled up in Rick
Leeper's eyes as he stood on
the sidelines and watched his
team celebrate.
Then after getting hugs and
a lot of slaps on the back,
Leeper marched on to the
floor of the MSU Sports Arena
with his team to receive the
title trophy from the Fourth
District Tournament Saturday
night.
It had almost slipped away
as Murray High madelefatile
attempt In. the final few
minutes --but- fell short 'and
Marshall County escaped with
an impressive 73-63 win.
For Leeper, it wasn't the
end of the struggle but the
beginning:- - - • - -
"Tell them not to be
satisified," Leeper said to
each of at least two dozen fans
who walked through the tunnel
and into the dressing room to
congratulate tile Marshall
-County players.
When the three schools in
Marshall County combined to --
form one school, everyone
thought a new powerhouse
was in the making. But, like •
good wine, it just took some
time.
And Leeper, in his second
year at MarShaIl Cotirity,
enjoyed the taste of victory.
"Last year, we came into
the championship game
against Murray High happy to
be them-But this- tirfie, we
Weren't goixig-t-Cbe satisfied
just because '-we'd already
sewn up a spot in the Regional
Tournament," Leeper said.
A month ago, the Marshals
were playing like they
wouldn't be able to win two
games in a row no matter who 
theywere up-against much
less two arch-rival district
But hitting the peak at the
right time, the Marshals
played to their potential
'during the tournament. •
There were only two oc-
casions in the second half
when it looked as if Murray
might make a game of it.
Murray trailed 51-41 late in the








Marquette, the Mideast and
West regionals have emerged
as the super powers of the 1978
NCAA basketball tournament.
Nine of the first 11, teams in
The Associated Pres'.s Top
Twenty landed in the Mideast
and West. The East and Mid-
west regionals, in contrast,
contain only five members of
the Top Twenty.
"There is real strength in
the Mideast and West
regionals," conceded Wayne
Duke, Big 10 commissioner
and NCAA basketball com-
mittee chairman, in an-
nouncing the pairings and at-





Eight titlist Kansas and Metro
State power Florida State
were among the 11 at-large
teams picked by the six-man
committee, whose task this
year, Duke said, was "the
most difficult it has ever
been."
Among the notables left out
were No. 12 Texas, which tied
Arkansas in the SWC; No. 13
Illinois State, No. 16 Detroit
and No. 17 Georgetown.
The committee chose 11 at-
large teams and five squads
received automatic berths but
were seeded as at-large en-
tries.
The four at-large berths in
the West Regional went to
North Carolina[ 23-7;
Arkansas, 28-3; Kansas, 24-4,
and Fullerton State, 21-8. 
pp,
One moun —, .
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third period then a three,point
play by senior Frank Gilliam
followed by a rebound basket
by Gilliam cut the Marshall
County lead to five at 51-46.
The teams traded baskets to
gave the Tigers the win
Priday over Calloway County,
made the second basket of the
game for a 2-2 deadlock.
Marshall County led by as
much as 12 points in the half
end the third period. -before ending up with a 33-24
The Marshals led 61-52 with_lead at intevnission- Murray
only 3:48 lefLin the game but Was .baMpered by . foul
Gilliain kdred froth 10 and probterns-again, as they were
Howard Boone hit a baseline against Calloway. Boone and
jumper to make it 61-56. Perry each had three fouls in
Kenny Ford made it a six. the first half.
point Marshall County lead In the third quarter, it was
with the front end of the bonus all Brandon as he scored 16 of
at the 3:33-mark of thegalito. the 20 Marshal County points.
With 3:26 left on the clock,' Brandon ended up with 33
BennieSCored On a power move -Paints- Oh the'evelling while
to the hoop and was fouled. He . Jeff Copeland added . 14 and
completed the three-point play Dennis Foust 10.
and the Tigers were down by -Brandon came in this one
only three at 62-59: hungry," Leeper said. "He
didn't have a good gameBut Marshall County went to
6-3 Jeff Brandon who Thursday against Calloway
bulldozed down the middle for Cbunty and he was really
a basket and a five-point lead. ready for this one," Leeper
_ Murray-had a thence to cut said.
-We thought about going toit to three but a walking
violation gave the .ball back to- the four-corner offense late in
the Marshals then after the game but we were getting
Brandon missed a free throw good shots against their 1-3-1
and when you're scoring, you
don't want to slow the ball
down. The problem was we
couldn't keep them from
scoring though," Leeper said.
But they wound up stop-
ping themselves with a couple
atternpriz -gertbe-batt tack7----ef --big-tornovers -late- in- the
"Cary Millet...is a great game," the Marshall County
coach and he came up with coach added.
some kind of adjustment Leeper said it was the first
against our 2-3 zone defense time all .season his team has
and I still don't *now what he- four
did: So We had to switch into a quaiters of offensive ball in
man-to-man and I felt -the -two consecutive games. -
made the difference in the For Murray, Gilliam led the
game," Leeper said. scoring with 15 while
"Cary has done such a great sophomore Nicky Swift, who
job with that team. He's got came off the bench and kept
the Tigers in the game with
some sparkling board play
and power moves on the of-
fensive end, added 12 points
with 2:09 remaining, the
Tigers were called for three
seconds in the lane.
In the final 55 seconds,
Marshall County made nine
free throws as Murray had no
other option but to foul in an
Gilliam and a lot of younger
guys with big hearts," Leeper
added.
While big hearts may help a
was the.bi/ plays by jef. and ECtlfrcourt chipped in
with 10.
They shot five shots in the
_first quarter that bounced
high in the air and came back
down and fell in," Murray
coach Cary Miller said. "The
ball just didn't fall for us.
drew lust one char ging I ouLin "We had everyopportunity The Green Bay team
the game.
Murray never did lead in'the
game and the only time it was
tied was when Willie Perry,
who scored Murray's final
points with a 55-footer that
Brandon that killed Murray
High all evening.
Brandon was unstoppable
under the bucket. And if he
had the ball away from the
basket, he'd just take it and
motor in toward the. goal. He
really fired up and of 'bourse,..
they ha an extra night of rest
which I think probably helped
them some.
"It seemed like every time
we had a chance to catch
them, we'd come down and
inis3 t_W9 citthree thou at the
basket or else make tur-
novers. We had some luck _
Friday but none tonight,"
Miller added.
The Marshals, now 15-11 on
the season, had no luck in the
Regional draw as they came
up with Tilghman. The two
teams, which have' split this
season an each other's home
court, will meet in the second
game Tuesday.
Murray, 11-11 on the season,
faired much better, drawing
Fulton County. The Tigers
have won two of three from
the Pilots this season.
Murray ISO
. f ft p1 tp
Gilliam 6 3 0 15
Harcourt 5 0 2 10
Boone 2 0 5 4
Taylor 1 0 1 2
Perry 2--i 5. 5
Swift 4 4 3 12
Kigsave 3 0 '1 6
Bradshaw., 3 3 3 9


















CAPPS — • • s :  0 0
Dunn 0 1--1- 2
Totals 28 17 17 73
Murray 11 13 24 15-63
Marshall Co. 18 15 M 30-73
Marquette, 24-3; Syracuse,
22-5; Providence, 24-7, and
Florida State, 23-5, were
picked to fill out the Mideast
Regional.
In the East Regional, the
committee picked Indiana, 20-
7; St. Bonaventure, 21-7;
Rhode Island, 24-6, and
LaSalle, 18-11.
At-large entries in the
Mideast Region are DePaul,
25-2; Notre Dame, 19-6; Utah,
23-5, and St. John's, N.Y., 21-6.
The three Eastern College
Athletic Conference regional
champions _.- St. John's,
Rhode Island and St.
Bonaventure - were
automatic qualifiers but
seeded as at-large teams, as
were Fullerton State, the
Pacific Coast A.A. titlist, and
LaSalle, the East Coast
Conference champion.
Automatic qualifiers were
seeded- based- on their eonfer
ence's tournament record the
past five years and at-large
teams were seeded according

















High School Record: 140-45
OVC Record:- 8942
Total Record: 229-73 (.758)
GOLF
-ORLANDO, Fla. - Mac
McLendon held off a host of
challengers with rOunds of 69
and 68 and scored his third
tour pltictory Xhe douttle-
round Windup of the-1;200,000
Florida -Citrus Open Golf
R,OUrnament.
Mayfield(19 5)
- SPRINGFIELD,. _Pdo_ i(APT
Lincoln, -which won the
NCAA Division II South
Central Regional behind the
38-point scoring effort of
Harold Robertson, will meet
Wisconsin-G-reen Bay
Saturday night in Green Bay
in quarter-final action.
Randy Towe had 20 points
SouthWest Missouri
Saturday night in the 84-83 loss
to Lincoln.
Southwest finished the
season at 21-7. Lincoln takes a
22-5 record to Green Bay to
meet the Phoenix, 28-1.
to get back MT& hunt but the ad-vanced tahe quarter-finals
of Division II by downing
Augustana, S.D., 72-60, Friday
night in the North Central
Regional. Tom Anderson had
21 points for the Phoenix.
two turnovers really hurt us.
"They gave us a lot of
trouble on the boards and they
had some offensive putbacks
that really hurt us. They were
First Region Boys' Pairings
MSU-March 7, 8, 10 and 11
Hickman Co. (5-19) Tuesday, pm
Marshall Co. (15-11)
Tilghman (20-6) Tuesday. 8 34)
Endal. , Tp m
Fulton Co. (16-7)
Murray (11-11) Wednesaa!, 7 P
Lone Oak (20-2) Fnday, 8 30 p.m.
Whir> (13-12) wednesda 8 11
Sat urisz,ipsua,
Lowe: (23-2)
First Region Girls' Pairings
Mayfield High, March 6, 9 and 1 1
Bollard (7-14) Monday, 1 alp m
Murray (10-8)
Hickman Co. (12-6) Monday.
Carlisle Co. (17-1)
Thursday. 7 p.m.
Fancy form (12-7) Monday. 7 P
Saturday, 2 p m
Tilglimon (12-8)
cofieway Co.(13.8) Monday 8 10
Thursday, :30 p.m
BOYS' CHAMPS - Marshall County wiWthe diempionship•of Hoe 'boys: Fenn,' District Tour-
noment with 073-63 win over, Murray Nigh- '
SAILING THROUGH - Mike Brodshavo of the Tigers goes
soiling through the middle to put up a shot. Brodshaw scored
nine points in a good effort forth, Tigers.




The Murray State University baseball team will open its
49-game schedule March 10-14 in Honolulu, Hawaii ,with
games against Okitatorna and the University of Hawaii.-
Coach Johnny Reagan enters his 21st season at Murray in
seventh place among active coaches in winning percentage.
His teams have won 450 games and lost only 191 for a .694 win-
-Eking percentage. Last year's squad finished with a 29-15
overall mark and was runnerup in the Ohio Valley Con-
ference's Western Division with a 6-5 mark.
All but three of last year's pitchers return this season.
Back are seniors Mark Wezet and Scott Durham; juniors An-
dy Rice, Mark Higgins, Mark Miller and Doyle Miller; and
sophomores Clay Vangilder, Mike Grieshaber, David Brad-
ford and Cliff Buechel. Only one freshman, Kevii Bourlarid,
is on the staff.
Wezet and Durham, both righthanders, had only mediocre
seasons last year. Wezet was 3-4 and Durham 1-1. Should they
return to the forni of their sophomore season when they had a
combined record of 9-1, the mound staff could be one of-:.
Murray's best. •
Rice, a lefthander, led the 'Breds with a 6-1 record last year
and a fine 1.80 earned run average. _Riggins, who has yet to
lose a college decision (he's 7-0 over two seasons) had a 2.17
ERA. Miller was used in relief last season, but should get a
regular turn on the mound.
Vangilder, a righthander, was 4-2 in his freshman season,
both experienced right-hand hitters, will add depth to the out-
field.
Seniors Ted Poe and sophomore Danny Teel will share cat-
. thing duties. Both handle pitchers well and both have good
throwing arms. Poe hit .269 last season and had a slugging
average of .538. Teel was one Of the team's top hitters with a
.347 average. , .
Reagan has ids; recruited two new catchers who he says
will give excellent depth to the position. The newcomers are
junior college transfer Kris Kusneske and freshman Jeff
Oakley.
Murray's remaining schedule is as follows: March 21-24,
Illinois (8); 25, Middle Tennessee (2); 27-31, Eastern
Michigan, North Dakota, Valparaiso, Missouri, Brown; April
1, at Western Kentucky (2); 2-4 Brown (5); 5, at Austin Peay
(2); 8, Austin Peay (2); 12, at Middle Tennessee; 15, Western
Kentucky (2); 16, at Memphis State (2); 19-20, at Arkansas






Beginning at 7 p.m.
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
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Murray High Girls Win Title
By MIKE BRANDON
I eager & Tim ports EAU..
All season long, Marianne
Davis had been telling people
--MT Murray High girls'
basketball team, was better
than everyone thought. .
A few weeks ago, a few
people began to believe the
Calloway County coach when
her team was upset by Murray
High. But that was before
leading-scorer Mina Todd was
back in the lineup arad
everyone knew it just couldn't
happen win.
Saturday night in the MSU
Sports Arena, the Murray
High girls made stronger
believers out of the believers
witile non-believers turned
• into believers as the Tigers'
5taged. a brilliant comeback
rally for a 49-47 win over the
Lakers for the championship
of the Fourth District Tour-
nament.
"We were underdogs the
whole way," said a jubilant
Murray coach, Rick Fisher.
"The only people who
believed we had a chance was'
the 15 girls on the team, three
managers, two coaches and a
bunch of parents along with
some of our fans," Fisher
said.
While the fans and perhaps
even some of the parents had
written the,gagie off as a loss,
the Tiger girls didn't. Murray
had played outstanding ball
for a half, and the game was,
had 21 Trat the Leak 























Association will meet at 7 p.m.
next Thursday at the
university branch of the Bank
of Murray.
All present members and
those interested in the sum-
mer tennis program are urged
to attend the meeting.,
&review of the program and
plans for this season's
program will be discussed.
But in the third quarter,
Calloway County pulled ahead
and led 38-30 going into the
final period. The Tiger girls
had lookei exceptionally
tough Friday in shocking
Marshall County 57-46 and
everyone thought the Lakers




Calloway led by 10 points
until when with just 4:56 left in
the game, sophomore
Cahterine Simmons hit a free
throw to trim the Laker lead to
42-33. After the Lakers missed
a chance to go back by nine,
the Tigers cut the gap 1.0 seven
exan er scored on a short •
jumperA.
Working against the clock
and the _noise from a large
group Of Marshall County fans
who had thrown their vocal
support behind Calloway
County, the Tigers kept
pecking away.
But with 2718' left in the .
contest, it appeared it 'was all
over as Todd scored from
inside on a fastbreak and
Calloway led 47-41. The final
two, minutes was a credit in -
girls' basketball.
Facing a pressure bonus
situation with 2:07 left to play,
Jaina Washer went to the line
and made both free throws to
_make. it 47-43. Perhapr the
RANK SNOT - Toaya Alexander of the Tigere-geats up and
banks in a shot for two of her 16 points. takers in the picture
are Susie lines and Rose Ross while Mi ysa Griffith of the Tigers
watches.
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS - The Murray Nigh girls' team displays their trophy for winning the
Fourth District Tournament. The Tigers open Regional Tournament play today against Hickman
Comfy.
Pickens Has Plurnbing Plains Has Plumbing Pickens Has Murnbing Psalm Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing
Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing Pickens Has Plumbing




STANDARD Across FromNew City Park
THANK YOU
Happy Holiday Travel Inc says "Thank You" for making our first boat show a success
We appreciate each and everyone that came out. Even snow and ice couldn't stop the
enthusiastic boat crowds.
A special thanks for your business, to those who bought during the show.
Our thanks to the entertainers that appeared at our show and a great big "THANKS"
to Murray State University and to Bill Cherry and his Exposition Center people, Alf
Caldwell, Carl, David, Connie and many others.
Our genuine heartfelt thanks to the families that worked day and night with us
moving in and the moving out, the Coles, Henrys, Stubblefields, Meadors and others
that we might have failed to mention. To Hayden and Irma Rickman, owners of the Tux
Shoppe for the fancy clothing furnished for the sales personnel To Glen Card for many
long hours put in on Our behalf as welt as our own families for a lot of short nights and
long days. We thank each and everyone that contributed in every way.
Remember boating is our business, if it is a quality product and it goes on the water,
we probably have it.
Don McClure .rayson McClure
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right or. '..1110. FolIns 280 fo;- 7 milcs past Bon-- ner's Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sigh, turn right then left and youhave arrived. Tele. 436-5483.
to the line. She hit the first free momentum as the season went
on and we Idiew we could get -
where we wanted. The win
over Marshall County in our
first district game wasn't just
something that happened
overnight," Fisher said.
-Fisher said he felt the
reason the Tigers fell behind
in the third period, after
basing -led for much of the
first half, was because his
team was not in control of the
boards.
-I told them We had to do
two things to win, control the
boards and play team ball and
just keep believing in them-
--setvn. And that's what we did
in the last quarter," Fisher
added.
....761urray autrobounded- the
Lakers 38-31 with Alexander
again having a stellar game.
She pulled down 17 reboundsup a 15-footer which hit
_ nothint_but_nerand ---murrgy ftliYaitriffith had six.
High led 49-47. Felicia Pinner had nine
rebounds for the Lakers andCalloway took a timeout and
inbounded the ball with five Mina Todd had seven.
seconds left but Jackson Alexander's 16 points led
M.urrily while Washer, againended the Laker hopes by
intercepting a long pass at the having a fine nigpt from
throw of a. bonus situation but
it was ruled not good because
of a lane violation.
That gave the Tigers a
second shot at cutting the lead
more and Alexander
responded with a 15-foot bank-
shot at the 1:49 mark. Then
with 129 left in the game,
little freshman guard Candy
Jackspn came up with a steal,
drove to the basket and scored
to tie the game at 47 apiece.
- Todd Missed a short jumper'
at the 1:11 mark and Murray
rebounded. The Tigers were
fouled but Washer missed the
free - thrpw. Alexander
managed to tie up the'balland
controlled the tip.
.-Murray ran the clock-down
Aniline seconds at which point,
senior Marlene Farrell fired
top of the Calloway circle.
- -The big factor was that we
never gave up," Fisher said.
"We held our press off until we
really needed it because we
wanted to run it right and not
give them much time to adjust
"WIC— - •
"The girls really went after
the ball and Calloway just
didn't know what to do with
the press.
"I think everyone played an
excellent game for us. The
girls sat down arid listened to
what I had to say to them.
.They knew exactly .what they
-had to -do and they cattle out
and got the jab done.
"We went to our wide-open
offense in the final minute and
Marlene hit the shot, just like
outside. added 14 and arrell
10. For the. takers, Todd was
the only player in twin figures
as she hit for 13. Calloway' was
in foul trouble throughout the
• contest, losing Pinner and
Rose Ross late in the game
- while the Other three starters
all had frier fouls apiece.
-They played a very good
game and had the breaks
while.. we -didn't -get the
breaks," Davis said.
"They were very rough
under the boards. The officials
didn't see it tile way I did. I
thought on ?he steal that tied
-the game:Awe ft:mid -haVe"--
been a foul. Our girl was
knocked on the floor;" Davis
added'
• Calloway drops to 13-3 with
the loss and has an extremely
oug way o go in irst
Region Tournament at
Mayfield tonight.
The Lakers must play a
vastly-improved Tilghman
club in the 8 : 30 p.m. contest.
Murray, now 10-8 on the




Farrell  . 4 2 3 10
Alexander  6 4 3 16
Simmons.  0 5 3 5
Griffith  1 0 3 2
Russell . 0 0
Jackson 1 -0 2 2





Ross 3 1 5 7
Redden I. 3 0 5 
1 0 2-2'.
TOWS 21 5 2A 47
Murray .15 9 6 19-49
Calloway 14 10 14 0-47
4 t
"11 1r".....""
OLD FORM - Mina Todd showed her old form as she played
with no signs of pain from an ankle injury which sidelined her
for over three weeks. Here, Todd scores on a jumper from 15




EASY HISITEY -Aida -Pinner' gaiiie -an eaiy
basket wit% Mime GrIffitittS5) 01.011 Vidt.ammite-
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Head football coach Mike
Gottfried of Murray State
University and his staff will
conduct the first Racer
Football Coaches' Clinic in
Roy Stewart Stadium on the
campus on Saturday, April 29.
Designed primarily for high--
school coaches, the session
will run from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. A fee of $4 for each coach
covers: the costs Or printed
materials and a luncheon. '
Gottfried said interested
coaches are urged to register
as 4000 as passibie-far the-
clinic. They will each he .,
"awarded .6 of a Continuing
Education Unit (CEU
Following a welcome to '
open the day's activities, the
program includes this
schedule of topics and coaches
to give the presentation:
.Organizing a ilew 'program
_Pottfrled; -defensiye end
and linebacker play in the 50
defense by John 'Sullivan;
defensive stunts and frontiby
Bill Baldridge; weight
training for building strength
and quickness by Tommy
Liggins; offensive backfield
play by Dan Walker; receiver
drills by John Rockne; and
offensive line play and
blocking adjustment by Dino
Paparella.
The final phase of the clinic
will be the observation of an
intra-squad scrimmage and
demonstration by the Murray
State Racers, beginning at
5:30 p.m.
Additional information
about the clinic may be ob-
tained by writing or calling




-Coaches may register by
sending name and address,
high school and address, and
number of coaches to attend,
along with -a check for the
correct amount made payable
to Murray State University,
to:







Marlene Ferrell firm up this shot Vitt aims
seconds left in the game. The shot went in and proved to be
the game-winning shot. Defending for the takers is Dawn Red-
den.



















All Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day
on Tuesday, March 7,1978 for inventory.
Customers needing emergency service on that day
. should call 70-0595. Stores will reopen
Y/e4nesaay witya Giant Inventory Clearance.
••••
it




Some 3,400 Forest Fires Reported
A total of 3.487 forest _fires
occurred in Kentucky clurtng
197Z destroying 94,500 acres,
according to records from the




The major cause of forest
fires was debris-burning
whereby 1 .4.17 fires 'deStroyed-
_ approximately 26,000 acres. -
Charles Prather, chief pf
fire control for the division,
'says that the majority of
debris-buring fires were
caused by rural residents of
eastern Kentucky. Rural
dwellers who burn household
garbage becauge collection is
not a vai la.b Le andIarmers.  who 
attempt to burn old foliage
and blear gardens without
taking necessary precautions
to prevent fires -from
spreading are the main




burning) were the second
highest cause of forest fires
destroying 27,734 acres last
year. According to Prather,
- two of the largest forest fires
.in -1977 occurred on the same.
daY 9114 were .catiaect by
deliberate burning of tim-
berland in Knox County. Due
to very dry and unseasonable
warm weather, 2,700 acres
were destroyed on March 31.
"Several motives can be
found for incendiary fires,"
said Prather. "A grudge.
against a neighbor, a grudge
against the government, or a
citizen wanting to promote an











Complete Rations In Meal or Pellets for AN lasestock
VITA FLAK* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED
We Can Mix To Tout Specifications or Supply Complete fist
DOG FEED
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is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
whe,re your valuables are? Chances -
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important pa-
pers, jewelry and other irreplaca-
bles... why chance it? By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security.of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement ordamage..
for just pennies a day!
Bank of Murray
- FDIC
Prather claims that in some
instances a person may set
fire to timberland because the
landowner refuses to sell his
timber and loggers often burn
timberland in order to destroy
insects and snakes before
cutting.
Legal action has been
stressed in violations per-
taining ,to, debris burning .and
incendiary fires through 116.
prosecutions, 112 convictions,.
and 517 settlements out of
court. The. 1977 prosecution
records show that last year
was on of tfie best prosecution
years in the division's.history.
However, according to
Prather, 1977 was the worst
year for forest fires since 1963.
"We had a dry spring season
with two-weeks spells with
little or no rain," said Prather
"During a season such as last
spring; our job load is best
expressed in exponents."
Smoking accounted for 644
forest fire which destroyed
16,089 acres. Prather claims
that forest fires caused by
W14 in  can-be -tracked -back
to the source because
cigarette filters don't burn,
and by studying the direction
of the char pattern Most forest
fires can be traced back to
their origin. ,
"If we find cigarette filters
or matches ,where the fire
started, our next job is to find
out who used them," said
Prather. "We further our
investigation by talking to
neighbors and witnesies." •
Children playing with
matches caused 130 fores fires
last year, and neglected
campfires ignited 113 forest
fires.
Although. most people don't
think of railroads as a major
cause of forest fires, records
show that 2,174 acres were
destroyed Teat year by trains.
According to Prather, carbon
sparks from a train's exhaust
system or sparks from the
brake shoes can ignite dry
grass and quickly spread to
become a, major forest fire.
Likewise, sparks from farm
etjuipment caused 44 fires last
year. Elet ix. fences, chain
saws and bulldozers all have
the potential to emit sparks
which can cause extensive
fires during a dry spell.
"If a blade of grass of a
branch from a bush touches a
wire fence, an extra surge of
current is set off which can be
the start of a forest fire," said
Prather. Ije. says that. there
are no precautions which can
be taken while using farm
equipment in order to prevent
-forest fires during's dry spell.
Rurning houses,
automobiles and _.hroken-
power lines along with other
miscellaneous sources ac-
counted for 327 forest fires
which destroyed 10,918 acres.
Members Of Month Are Honored
By Farmington FFA Chapter




awarded the member of the
month award for the month
of February.
The were Jean Ann
Wilford, Richard Trem-




Jean Ann is a sophomore
at Farmington High School
and has been, an active
member of the FFA since
she was freshman. Jean
Ann won the Creed Contest,
Greenhand Quiz Contest,
Seed Identification Contest
and was a member of the
Chapter Music Team while
she was a freshman. This






mittee- chose -Jean -Ann
because of her assistance
she gave to the chapter
secretary in preparing the
Secretary's Rook.
The other three members
who received this av“ird
were Richard Tremblay. Ai
Colley, and Teddy
Newsome. They are fresh-
man at Farmington High
School. These three
members were chosen by
the Executive Committee
because of the hard work
they did on the FFA Quiz
Contest. Richard Tremblay!,
placed first in the Contest.
Al Colley and Teddy
Newsome placed second
and third, Hengy said
AT YFA MEETING — Pictured is Max Hughes, right, who
won top honors in a corn and soybean production con-
test during a recent meeting of the Purchase District
Region of YEA. Hughes will participate in state com-
petition with other regions March 17 and 18. Standing
with Hughes is Claybom Walton Jr. of Christian County,
and Eston Glover, who served as toastmaster in the
recent regional YFA meeting.
Kirksey Farmer Is In
State YFA Competition
Max Hughes, of Kirksey, a
member of the Calloway
-County- Young' Farmers
Association (YFA); will be
competing in a state corn and
soybean production contest
March 17 and 18 after winning
competition in the Pio chase




to advance to state com-
petition. A winner will be
named at the Kentucky YFA




the regional banquet at
Christian County High-School.
- Toastmaster -vitas Eston
Glover, president of the
regtoiuir WA, who 'presided
over the meeting.
A meal of barbecue pork,
cote slaw, burgoo and cold
drinks were served.
After dinner Barry Chit-
tenden, of Livingston County,





County, Lyon County, Todd
County and Trigg County.
The new regional officers
for 1978-1979 were introduced
as follows: president, Wayne •
McAtee of Trigg County; vice-








Kentucky has some 101,000
acres of-abandoned strip-mine
sites — land that has serious
water problems, little fertility
and virtually no soil structure.
Finding ways to use that
land, to restore to it some
measure of fertility and
productivity, is the subject of
countless hours of research in
Kentucky and other states.
And next Wednesday, a
public hearing will be held at
Hatard to discuss the im-
plementation of the new rural
abandoned mine reclamation
program. The hearing is one
of five scheduled across the
country to discuss the
program, authorized under
the- Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act of 1977.
Meanwhile, a University of
Kentucky horticulture
by grafting a certain root to a
certain grape variety, Chapin
said. Four grape varieties will
be used — two for red wine
and two for white.
Researchers also will keep
growth reCbrds to determine
the nutrition needs ,of the
grapes, Chapin said.
"We wduld want to deter-
mine the quality of the
fruit...the sugar content and
the acid content and the
balance, and whether it had
the qualities that you would
need for good wine," Chapin
said.
Another consideration, he
added, "is, of course, the
quantity of the crop
whether it would produce
enoughtole profitable."
The work' will be done on
land owned by the Falcon Coal
research scientist is working Co. in Breathitt County,
on something he thinks may Chapin said. "They are fur.
someday provide a profitable,..._ nishing ttif land and labor and
if partial, answer to the equipment to -work the
problem of stripmined land. "project, and then IMMIt
"We're just getting star- (Institute for Mining and
ted," said scientist Carl Minerals Research) will
Chapin. "This is research to furnish a grant..."
determine if wine grapes After the Small Wineries
could be produced suc- Act was passed by the state
cessfully on strip-mined Legislature 1976, "there has
soils." been a lot of interest in grape
.The. research will involve ,production in ,the State as a
?lite r trot , Chapin
types of root stocks, achieyed . "There is interest in a high:
income crop for eastern
--Kentucky, and-there is-a-need,
of course, for crops on these
stripmined soils."
If grape production proves
successful, and it could 'take
seven years to find out, the
_crop wquld, cover "only a
fraction of the total per-
centage of land," Chapin said.
But it could lead to research
for growing other fruit crops,
Chapin said, and "a high




A farm chemical meeting
will be held Wendesday,
March 8, at 7;.30 a.m. at the
Boston Tea Party
-Reastaurant formeriy
Perkins Pancake House), for
all area farmers.
Representives will be
present to discuss soybean
Mnoculations and- --also in-
secticide for the control of
nematodes and pest in field
corn and flea beetles,
wirewoi-rn, horn worm and




Gary Lester of Christian
.County and reporter,. Danny.
Cunningham of Calloway
County.
A representative of the
Kentucky Association of
Electric Cooperatives was
guest speaker speaking on the




Improve both production and type in your herd











on March It, i978
at West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray, Kentucky
Show at 9:00 a.m. and
Sale at 12:30 p.m.
Selling 15 bulls, 15 bred heifers and 22 open
heifers. Some of the most popular pedigrees





For The Following Manufacturers
of Truck Parts
This Is Only A Partial
List Of Lines Carried
FLEETRIT
r Brake Linings
U-Joints For All Trucks
r Complete UNO of Filters





r Service Brake Chambers
DAYCO RUBBER PRODUCTS
Universal Belts A Noses
Sizes from the smallest to the biggest




-For All Types Of Trucks
BENDIX WESTINGHOUSE
v New Repair Exchange Values For All Air Systems
Clita LIGHTS
v. Complete Line of Lights For Cars 4 Trucks
If We Don't Nave the Part
You Need,.We Can Get
It In A Few Days
Taylor Motors Inc.
So. 4th St 753-1372
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MN
DEGREE WINNERS - Pictured am newly-initiated Chapter Farmers of the
Farmington Future Farmers of America Chapter. Front, lilt Is right, lem
Pan Wilford, Terry Delk, Randy Coleman, Midler:I Kendall ad keg hey.
EVIE10/&
Staiwilt. lot Mao Rock, Keene& hem, Mark Del, Billy Jackson, No
Cochnim, Gaylen Wilkins, Kea Mendelson and Don Brittany
13 Chapter Farmer Degrees Are Awarded By Farmington FFA
By Tam m; liengy
Chapter Reporter
On Feburary 20, 1978




degree, the highest degree
a chapter can bestow on a
member.
The newly- initiated
Chapter Farmers are Allen
Black, Kenneth Jetton,








have to be met before a
menlber can receive the
Chapter Farmer degree
are:
1.. Must have the
Greenhand Degree and
h@v a record_ of
satisfactory participation
in the activities of the local
chapter.
2. Must • have satisfac-
torily completed at least
.one yetir of instruction in
KIRKSEY BANQUET -- Members of the Ifirksey Adult
Farmer Class were hosted to a banquet at Seven Seas
Restaurant by Hutson Chemical Company Friday night,
March 3. This banquet was held to close the regularly
scheduled class sessions which meet at the Murray
Vocational Center. Class President David Palmer con-
cluded the business meeting after the meal in which
1978-1979 officers were elected. Those elected were,
pictured, Charles Tucker, president, top left, Jewell Mc-
Callon, vice president top right, and John Tucker,
secretary-treasurer, top center. Seated are, left to right,
Johnnie Stockdale, instructor, Rozella Williams and Billy
Smith of the Hutson Chemical Company.
Farmers are Saving Money!
Many area farmers who have taken advantage of the
Group Hospital Insurance through Bennett &
Associates are saving up to $150.00 per year.
Get the facts before the Farming Season starts.
Call
Bennett & Associates
203 S. 5th St., Murray, Ky.
753-7773 or 759-1486
NOW is the time
Time is Bunning out on our Winter
Discount...
Thinking about a new Farm
Building?
Act NOW and take advantage of the
Bonanza WINTER DISCOUNT
for equipment storage, stables, stripping rooms, and
grain stroage ASCS approved)
sottozA
ogpmf
The best wood frame farm building available can now be
yours at a great savings — features like the Posi-Loc Eve
line connection, bird nest free construction, and total
building engineering make Bonanza Buildings the best










experience program and be
regularly enrolled in a
Vocational Agriculture °
class.
3. Be familiar with the
_purposes, and programs Of
activities of the State
association and National
Organization.
4: Be -familiar with the
provisions of the con-
stitution of the local
chapter.
5. Be familiar 'with
parliamentary procedure.
6. Be able to lead a group
discussion for fifteen
minutes.
7. Must have earned at
least $50 by his own efforts




have it produttivelyi in-
vested or deposited IN a
bank.
8. Receive a majority
vote of the members
present at a regular local
chapter meeting.
The officers used the
official ciremonies
-throughout the iniation. The
members were presented
with the Chapter Farmer
Degree pin by Chapter
President Timmy Barnes.
Egg Tips
ATLANTA, G a . --
E g ...eggs...and more
eggs:..says the U. S. Depar-
tment of Agriculture (USDA).
Eggs are in plentiful supply
,during Feburary. So, now is a
goQd time to takeadvantagP of-
these versatiel tiems in your
menu planning. -
To reTresh your Memory
about eggs, here are a few
"Egg Tips" from USDA.
Did-you know that:
—a Large egg has about 80
_calories, 60 of which .come
from the yolk;
—eggs should be purchased
‘"OnTY front erared displaf
cases;
—to- help 'maintain quality,
eggs should be refrigerated
promptly at home, large end
up;
—temperature variations
cause rallid quality decline
and thinning of egg whites.
Take only the number of eggs
needed fromthe regrigerator
at one time;
—only fresh, clean, un-
broken eggs should be used
when making milk shakes and
other uncooked or lightly
.cooked dishes. Eggs that are
cracked should be thorughly
cooked;
• —the • thick, rope-like
strands of white on opposite
sides of the yolk are called the
chalazae and are normal parts
of an egg. They anchor the
yolk in place;
—to insure .best eating
quality. eggs should be cooked
over low to moderate heat.
High temperatures and
overcooking toughen eggs;
—for tiardeooked eggs, use
your oldest eggs. Very fresh
eggs when hard-cooked may
be harder to peel.
Top Corn Yields Take Fertile
Land And 'Right' Hybrids
Three key decisions farmers
will make before planting corn
this spring will set the stage
for the kind of yeilds they'll
harvest next fall from Ken-.
tucky's leading grain crop.
Although weather and how
the crop is managed during
the- planting and growing
season will have a big in-
fluence, the yeild can't be
better than the potential set by
preplanting decisions on land-
selection, choice of hybrids
and use of fertilizer, says
Morris Bitzer, an Extension
agronomist in the UK College
of Agriculture.
Cropping shifts in the state,
with corn acreage up nearly 25
percent since 1975, indicates
that corn production has
spread out over more types of
land the past few years. This
means, says.the grain crops
specialist, that it has become
more important to - fit corn-
growing methods to land
capability.
"Use your best land for
continuous corn— land not
subject to serious soil erosion
when corn is planted in the
same field year after year."
advises Bitzer. "On erosion-
prone sloping land, use a crop
rotation such as two years in
corn, one in email grain and
one year in hay or pasture."
The specialist recommends
the no-tillage method of
growing corn, especially on
many Kentucky farms which
have some steeper slopes
subject to erosion. With no-till
corn, seed is planted without
plowing or discing under
residues from the crop grown
previously ,in the field. This-
relatively new way of grow*
corn maintains soil tilth better
than conventional tillage
methods, and allows a farmer
to crop his land more in-
trp.sively.
' "No-till corn in the
suggested crop rotation can be
grown on land with slopes too
steep to be plowed or disced
for a row crop without causing
serious soil erosion losses,"
Bitzer points out.
He adds that no-till corn has
advantages even on level land
because it saves fuel and other
machine operating costs. One
trip across the field get the
corn planted.
For getting top corn yeild
without wasting fertilizer
dollars, Bitzer recommends
having soils tested to deter7
mine '- how much lime,
phosphate and potash are
needed. Nitrogen applications
should be based on the
previous crop, soil drainage
and tillage system.
drained soils, according to the
specialist.
County Extension agents for
agriculture have more
specific information on fer-




hybrids on 70-80 percent of the
farm's corn acreage, and
early-maturing hybrids on the
rest. This reduces risks from
weather and disease, and will
spread the harvest load.
"When selecting a hybrid,
consider such factors as
maturity, standability, insect
and disease resistance and
yielding potential in your
area," advises Bitzer. "If
jamsongrass is a problem in
your fields, select on of the
outstanding virus resistant
hybrids now available."
As with fertilizer, county
Extension agents for
agriculture have mor in-
formation on hybrid selection.
Carefully' planning the
amounts of food yuu pur-
chase and prepare at home
can help you cin the family
food bill, according to UK
Extensioh foods specialists.
To avoid waste, plan family
Moder.ately and -roorl).- --meals_foc.fivelu.seVell days at
drained soils, for example, a time, this lets y uu deter-
require 50 to 100 pounds more mine the most economical
nitrogen per acre than well- amount-of food y ou Can buy.
PAGEANT WINNERS — Winners in the Kentucky State Dairy Princess Pageant from
left are Mollie B. Craig, Shelbyville, runner-up; outgoing Kentucky State Dairy. Princess
Sandra Lou Stark, Murray; the new princess Gina Beth Glover,.Glasgow, who was also.
. the speech contest winner; and winner df the Congeniality award, Regina Kay Adams
RECAST
GUEST SPEAKER—Ken Hopkins, left, Mobil Chemical Company, talks to Jesse Fox, a
member of the Hazel Adult Farmer Class, about agricultural pesticides. Hopkins, a
Murray resident, presented a program on herbicides and insecticides to the class on
Monday evening February 27 at Dees Bank in Hazel
Chemicals Can Control
Nutsedge Weed In Corn
A weed called yellow nut-
sedge that's cutting corn
yields -in the state can be
controlled by using two
chemicals that are available
to farmers, according to a
report of research conducted
by the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station.
"We got excellent control in
tests the past two years with
. Dual Eradicane, both of which
are registered for use in corn
and on the market," reports C.
H. research agronomist
in the UK College of
Agriculture. -When left un-
controlled, the weed rut-torn
yields 17 percent to 20 percent
in the test fields near
Lexington." >. --
Dual was tested as a
preemergence application
made after planting and as a
preplant application in-
corporated in the top 3 inches
of soil along with Lasso, which
is available, and two ex-
perimental herbicides 11.22234
and H-26910. All were used at
the rate of 3 pounds' per acre.
Yellow nutsedgecontrol was
5 percent to 25 percent better
with the preplant incorporated
applications. Dual gave ex-
cellent control, followed
closely by Lasso and H-26910,
according to Slack, He says
that H-22234 'generally failed
to provide commercially
acceptable .control of, weed. ..
Eradicane was tested as a
preplant incorporated
treatment along with Sutan+
and Surpass at two rates, 4
and 6 pounds per acre. Ex-
cellent control- of yellow
nutsedge, 94 percent to 97
percent, was obtained with
Eradicane and Surpass, ac-
cording to Slack. Surpass has
not been cleared for use on
corn. Control ranged from 75
percent to 80 percent with
Sutan +, which is available
for use on corn. There was no
advantage in using more than
4 pounds of these chemicals
per acre, accordingto Met: -
Another experimental
herbicide not available for use
-on corn, Basagran, was tested
as a postemeigence treatment
put on after soybean. plants
were up. A split application at
the rate of 0.75 pound per acre,
applied at the 4 to 6 leaf stage
of yellow nutsedge and again
10 days later, _tended to
produce better control than a
single application of 1.5
pounds-per aereand aa a good
control as a single application
of 2 pounds per acre, ac-
cording ,to Sleek.
FARMERS!
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See: Carr Brandon or Frank Hurt'
Sales - 759-4895 Hours 8-5. 11 Day Sat. •
Service 753-9482 Hours:8-7,.83. Sat.
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Schpl Officials To Explain
Firetode Violations Failure
-
KAN rortit.1141-- AP -
11Ver 190 school officials from
districts around Kentucky will
be brought before hearing
'officers of the 'state' fire
marshal's office „to explain
their failure to correct safety
a ons, -Fire Marshal
Bob Estep says.
Estep said last week that 111
of 303 school officials notified
of potentially hazardous
Crossword Puzzler
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situations in school buildings
failed to respond to two letters
from his office requesting that
the violations be corrected.
Estep said the violations
pose serious threats to the
lives of students.
-- Of the III -schools cited, 57
are parochial, 20 are private,
28 are from county districts
and six_are from independent
districts,he said.
'The survey conducted by the
firemarshafspffice indicated
violations in four basic areas,
Estep -said: fire alarm and
kitchen extinguishing equip-
ment, heating systems, elec-
trical systems and fire walls
and stairwell enclosures.
In many cases, the same
violations were noted • year
after year, said Estep. -
If school officials are callecj
in for hearings,- they could be
ordered to correct fire,code
violations, but Estep said he
doesn't think many hearings
will he held.
"When we get to the point of
a hearing, they usually re-
spond," he said.
After Estep became fire
marshal in September, he said
his office began sending 'let-
ters to the schools informing
them of the violations. Those
systems that didn't respond
within 30 days were sent
second letters.
The 111 officials cited in the
fire marshal's survey didn't
.respond to either letter with
'calisfa-CTOiY -titans for
correcting the fire code
violations in their school
facilities, Estep said.
The response from school
officials- to his 'department's
more rigid demands has
generally been good, Estep
said.
-We seem to have the
biggest problem with
parochial schools," Estep
said assume they don't
have the mciney.-
GOTTFRIED TO SPEAK
- Murray State-football coach
Mike Gottfried will be the
guest speaker at. the regular
meeting of the Murray Op-
timist Club Tuesday. The






















Sealed bids will he
received by the
Bureau of Highways,
at its office, Frank-
fort, Kentucky until
10:00 A. M.-Eastern
Standard Time on the
24 day of March, 1978,
at which time bids will
be publicly opened and














ES, PMS 00S (22), ..SP
121-SW99: Varous
Roads. Replacement
of Raised • Pavement
Markers.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies
all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure




terprises will be 'af-
forded full opportunity
to submit bids in
response to this in-
vitation, and wilt not-
be discriminated
against on the ground
of race, color or
national origin in con-
sideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be




197. at the Division of
Contract Procuremen-
t. Bid Proposals for all
projects_ will_ be
available at a cost 'Of
$2 each. and remit-










for all projects will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE). Spe-
cimen Proposals can-
not be used for bid-
ding.
--- LOOKS LIKE THE ALASKA
 PIPELINE  
WANT ME TO 60




OH, YES.- ih. THE
AFTERNOON HE TOOK ME
TO WATCH HIM PLAY
BASKETBALL
FOREOT TO TELL YOU
TI-406E KftLERS IP,I "AY
BOAT„.THEYIL RUN OUT










BIBLE FACTS INC. -
God is master of perfec-
tion not ronfogion! When
you 'read God's inspired
word, it means exactly
what it says, and does
not need interpretation.
II Corinthians 4:3 states,
-But if our gospelis hid,
it is hid to them that are
lost." For individual




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cehts, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
• lot,- use our rear en-
trance.






morning, March 8, at























MARCH 1ST At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On










rTHANKS, JOE. SLAP 101.1
5tOPPE7 ME „ AL /VOST
FORGOT SOME THI N6., FOR
YOr.1 TO START OVER A6Affsi.„












 Lost And Found
LOST TWO MALE dogs,
black and white Siberian
Husky, black and silver
Norwegian Elk Hound.
No collars. In vicinity
. west of Johnny
Robertson Rd. Call 753-
4725.
FOUND BLACK AND
WHITE Setter 'bird dog






if found. Call 753-7787_
LOST BLUE AND gold










between 1:30 and 3 p. m.
An Equal Opportunity
. Employer.
WANT SOMEONE once a
week to do light
housekeeping. Call 436-
5314 after 4 p. m.
6 Help Wanted
_PARTS MAN - ex-
perience necessary. Top
salary and commission.
gelid resume to P. 0.
Box 32B.
WANTED - waitress and







full and part time em-
ployees, male and
female to work day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. No phone calls.
Apply in person only.
Do not apply between
hours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.
WHOLESALE ELEC-
- ' TRIC SUPPLY CO., 206
E. Main, will take ap-






Mohday March 6 or
Tuesday March 7, only
-- between 8 a. - 4 p. iii








given at the Holiday
Inn between 4 and 6
p. m. on March 7 for
a detail and clean-up
shop manager for a.
Huntington, Indiana
Ford Dealer. Must be








plications for part time
work. 2-10' Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Position of desk clerk.
Apply in person Regal 8
Inn.
WANTED BILLING
Clerk to work split shift
6-10 a. m. and 4-8 p. m.
Monday-Friday. Must
be a good typist. Call
Linda Waugh Paschall
Truck Lines Inc. 753-





looking for sorneone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply bet-
ween hours of 11 a. m.-
2 p.m.
NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners respon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Pleas.




- The Calloway County Health Depart-
ment will accept bids on a 4-wheel
drive vehicle for use in our Home
Health Agency. Specifications can be
picked up at the Calloway ,County
Health Department located at 7th &
Olive Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids





real future for ambitious







plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
















farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get




5th, Murray, 753-7273 or
7594496-
a •
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANTED USED ft) inch
table saw. Call after 5 p.
m.75-5640.
FRONT AND BACK.




CYCLE trailer. Call 762-
4732. -
WANT-HOUSE, trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
Call 4742320.
NICE LOT Preferably set
up for trailer, in a radius
of 5 miles of Murray.
Phone 753-5865 days and








good. $125 or offer. Older
, electric stove, works
good. $45 or offer. Five
piece kitchen set, $30.
1970 650 BSA chopped,
make offer. Demco
Super Satellite base




Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.





dryer, $200. Call 759-4874
after 4 p. m.
THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, ,Simmons mat-
tress and- box -springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite,, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523. -
USED ' STOVE, good












Used only 1 year. Phone
(314) 334-3846.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call 437-
4228.
CHROME HOLD DOWN
rails for pickup truck.
$25.00. Call 436-5679.
15 Articles For S31e
SHALLOW WELL PUMP
for sale. $50. Three
















- canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Ca11759-
4951.
36" WHITE TAPPAN gas
range. Good condition.




machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews





HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
18th St: Now In Stock.
Columbia MinervE
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and -
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook -
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all






GRAIN . BIN , ar y
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the








at night 1-345-2437 or_ 1-
247-0558.
20 Sports Equipment
GIRLS 20" bicycle, $15.
Call 489-2510.
15 FT. BASS Master boat
with Lawrence depth
finder. Motor guide,
trolling motor and 50 h.
p. Evinrude. Call 489-
2597.
EMI=
FOLK GUITAR, like new.








Avo$4 Costly llama Depots
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
40.11 11.16114 •1114 •4104414 •wer 79
seers. De WI 414149 4199•40 awl 46
is faisiss4














25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can save you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
ELECTRIC HEATER, 94, 19 miles West of
4,000 watt four stack Murray.Call 382-2174.









































with Turner Super mike
and- antenna.- OW
Hitachi cassette tape'




months old. Like new.
Also portable tape
player. Ca11.753-9517.
PIONEER XX-I 0 SO
stereo receiver with a 1
' year warranty. $500.
Call 436-5414.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 TRAILER and lot
Call 767-4479.
THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully -
carpeted. Furnished and
air conditioned. $3500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5._ _ _ .
1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent




home furnished. 12 x 8
tilt out. Washer and
dryer included. 1976
Grand Le • Mans, AM.
FM, 8 track. 1975




and air. Washer and
dryer. Call 753-0148.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
ho e. Good condition.
,000.4Call 759-1747.




home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
•- carpet. Real - good
condition. Call 527-9183.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOB'S P HOMES and
mobile home spaces for







31 Want To Rent
WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
or 3 bedroom house. Call
753-5942.
TWO BEDROOM house in
city. Call 753-1458 after 6
p.m. durint week.






All carpet. Central heat




32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED ONE or two
bedroom. Married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-
ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT -
someone to share house
in town. Large yard. $50
month plus one-third
utilities. Call 753-8761.




$125 per month. Call 759-
1707.
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom
brick home -near Tr-
City. $195. Call 753-0430
or 753-8208.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
with hot and eold water.
No pets. Call 492-8360
after 5 p.m.
HOUSE FOR RENT_ -
1702 Farmer.. Three












Setter pups, Had shots.
Call 435-4178.
41. Public Sales
MOVING SALE. Call 753-
7164.
43 Real Estate
32 ACRES OF LAND on
Highway 893. Five miles
West of Hazel. Call 492-





Dade Jeffs Shopping Caster
PRICE REDUCED $1,000
on this lovely home
located 6 miles west of
Murray in scenic, quiet
location. Fireplace adds




atta 2 car garage,
plus additional separate
garage ideal for storage
or workshop. Priced in
mid 30's and owners
want . offer! Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation.
Purdom & Thurman









CLOSED ON THURSDAYS 
•Hospitai
Fri. & Sal. 8-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts •Shave-s
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next clay, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
NEW LISTING
Large 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on one acre lot.
Trees & privacy only 4 miles West of Murray
City Limits. Central heat and air, big closets,




711 Main Ph. 753-1222
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 4914302 BIN Itoppeinid 753-1222











patio. 4 bedrooms, 2





for an appointment to
see this quality built
home.
LOOKING' FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
urther 1___Located Ao
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or cme by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build Nis Spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,






LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your fathily. Fully.
carpeted -throughout,





1222 or come by our
conveniently located
office in the White Houie
Building, 711 Main for
-all your real_ estate,
needs.
1978 Undecl ceaL.e soc,ca.r
3-6
11THE JUPGE SUGGESTED MY ATTOR'\!Ei'
WAS NCOMPETENTAIIHEN MY LAWYER
ALLOWED -11-1AT JUPGE5 WERE I NCOM -
PETENT, -THEN ONE 'THING LEP TO
ANOTHER."












spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, 242 1 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us tell




SPIC & SPAN - Very
neat three bedroom
brick home with central











SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling, why




ria cost to you. We have
clients waiting to pur-
chase all types of real
estate so let us match a




buying and selling real










You can, if you
qualify. With no down
payment, 100% loan,
33 years financing.
Low closing cost and





home on Highway 121 in
Stella. Large lot. Good -
gar-den. :Near -grocerY
and church. Only
$1 2,5 0 0. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main, 753-
.-5842.
_BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a great home
-Epr &family wanting lots"
of space. This lai-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
4'2 baths, dining, room,
family room. plus. a
- finished basement, 2 car
garage, apAtiniately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8





A REAL BUY and easy to





dining room and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop-and --only- - 5 --












. beautiful • stove,
fireplace in hying room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double















BY OWNER - A very
attractive home, 3 large
bedrooms, 1'1 baths,
large kitchen, attached
garage, floored attic, all
carpet, custom drapes,





LOTS & LOTS & Lots of
lots. We have just listed
26 lots in different parts
of the county. We have
lots for any use. Contact













Call or come by 105 N.
12th Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.
WILSON
120 Acres - Comphstety fen-
ced with most cross-fenced,
9/ acres toodsble. Nes well,
deck horn, tobacco burst I,
hese. loested ems Tucker
Oarless! Rood.
The Wilson Insermice snd
Reel Estate Avery, lac. has
provided over a quarter of
century of cantiowees service.
If you seed mu 'apprieissi •to
determine tin video of yew
property or insurance to
protect yea plane Call We're




South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran-










753-3459 after 5 p. m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive. Call days 753-8533,
nights 753-6132.
1971 PINTO, 65,000 miles.
Good mechanically.
Needs body work. Four
cylinder. 4 speed. Call
474-8835
1974 GOLD SUPER
- BEETLE. with aun roof,
wheels and tires. Good
shape all around. Call
,between I and 5:30 753-
1593.
1976 WHITE OLDS
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,
local, low mileage. Call
753-8766
1971 AMC HORNET, 2
door. 6 cylinder, $400





Runs good Call 474-2757.
1976* CAMARO, copper
red, -red interior. Good
condition 350 cu. in.,
automatic, air con-
dition. Call 753-5362
between 8 and 5 p. m.
753-0506 after 5 p. m.
 •















brakes, radio and two
tone brown and white.
46,000-road miles, extra
sharp-and dean anew.








19/0 6ffe, 4 wheel drive,




wheel base. Six cylin-
der. $3600. Call days 753-
0800, nights, 7534567.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
- 1970 Le Mans Coupe,
sharp and loaded. $1150. 
Wouldtrade for fishing
-rig. Close to same value.
Call 753472.
1970 PONTIAC LE MANS
Sport. Mag wheels,
automatic, good con-
dition. See it 206 Elm at
attune.'
1969 ROADRUNNER, red










1974 AUDI, 2 door,
autornaticralt, AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call









steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436.-
2204.
use.








This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the madeors end the bast
way to enjoy the outdoors is
- with s /Wendt Camper. Our
special prices . make this
remedy easy to take.
Hank financing available.
White's CINEfee Soles
show., « Seel .4 mks Mr Money,
EY MOSS
51. Services Offered










ficient service. No job










FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310











PIANO TUNING- I can
help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me at 753-3682.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
500 REWARD
$500.00 Reward is being offered by Henry
Co. Farm Bureau Office for the arrest and con-
viction of person or persons responsible for the
strychnine poisoning of two dogs: belonging to
Rex Robinson, Old Murray and Paris Road and
Wendell Watkins, Frank Howard Road.
If you have information, call Farm Bureau Of-
fice.
901-642-9082
51 Se(vites Ofed 51 Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
ALL TYPES backhoe and
high heat and cooling




tem installed per kour
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
A PERSON WITH
equipinent to do yaid
work. Year round for 3





roofs sealed. Call Jack















guarantee& - Call or
write Morgan _Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026. '
septic tank work. Field --





WILL HAUL driveway -
white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Rogek HtniSsIn, 7537
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSTITING
in my home. Call 753-
0684.
ELECTRIC WIRING





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will' do
plumbing, heating and
sewer- cleaning. Call 253-
7203.
QUALITY sum
Company Inc. Air con-








Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUSI no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION










305 South 12th 753-3773
1111111101111~01011110110101011 
DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
4011% BILLIONS SS ANNUAL MARKET
cjaiN EXCELLENT PART OR PULL TIME 'COW
Si 000 00 INVENTORY RETURNS 52.100 00 i tzr
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to drstr.bute pre-sold adverits•cl World
Famous ALKA,SELTZER RAVER ASPIRIN, DR1ST AN,
ANAC IN, TUMS. etc Restock Company secured accounts
weekly
-NO INITIAL SELLING, INCOME STAITS IMMEDIATELY,
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS,
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, $2995 oo ssaocioo
Applicant Should hare car, minimum Of 4 sp,e Isr, weekly
icable and eligible 10 assume buspney, with
in 10 days It you rneet these requ.rements, have the
neC SSSSS y cash tnvestment and sincerely want to own yo,,
own Dowses,. then wr.te today and rnclude Phone number to
A*/
,TRANS WO!ILD INDUSTRIES. INC
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT 101






(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
-The paper and :eve for handy reference)
Hinman's Rentals
House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools
and etc.
7534703
802 N. 18th Streei Murray
Police
753-1621'
I;J ;11:11:[6Winchester Services TAXI CAB
SERVICE
753-5397
102 North 4th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
24 Hour Service

















































Dies At Age 96
Vernon Stubblefield, Sr ,
longtime Murray
bilsinessiban, died Saturday
at 8:30, a.m. at the Con-
valescent Division of , the
Murray-Calloway .County -
Hospital. He was 96 years of
age.
The Murray man had been a
druggist in Murray since Jan.
1. 1940_ when he went to work
at what at that tittle 'was the
Martin-Dale Drug Company,
located where Dale & Stub-
blefield is located today, at the
corner of Main and Fifth
Streets. Six years later, he
brought Martin's interest in
the business, and since that
time, he had been in the drug
busi-oess  at the same location,
until his retirement.
Mr. Stubblefield was a
charter member of the
Murray Rotary • Club and
Verna Stubblefield, Sr.
served as the 11th president of
the club. He has had con-
tinuous membership in the
club and was one of only two
surviving charter members'of
the Murray club, organized in
1924, the other being John C.
McElrath. A special "Vernon
Stubblefield Day" was held by
the Rotary Club in his honor
on May 10, 1973.
He was a member of the
First United Methodist
Church and married to the
form& Jennie Wilson who
died Aug. 7, 1969: One son,
former Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield, preceded
him in .death on.Oct. 14, 1977.
Born May 20, 1881, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Frank and Susan Waters
Stubblefield.
Survivors include two sons,
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,




The funeral was held this
morning at 10:30 a.m. at the
'lshapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral. Home with the Rev.
Dr. 3arnes A. Fisher, Sr.,
officiating Robertson,
Jr., was s ist and Richard
Jones was orgbgist. - -
Pallbearers *ere L. J.
Hortin, Ty HollanaxTruman
-Smith, Max Hurt, T4edd,
and Frank Montgorrrary.
Honorary pallbearers wire,
members of his Sunday School
Class at the First United
_ Methodist Church members of
the Murray Rotary Club.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
The family requested that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Frank A. Stubblefield






-'The- funeral for Hartle
Williams of Lynn Grove was
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro.
Harold Irvin and Bro. James
Thomason officiating. The.
song service was by, singers
from the Williams Chapel
Church of Christ, where he
, was a member, with Coleman
Reeder as leader.
Active pallbearers were:_
Hugh Arnett, Billy Murdock,
Thomas Let Armstrong,
James Henry Armstrong,
Max Smotherman, and Billy
Dan Orr. Honorary
pallbearers were .Ed Watson,.
Jesse West, Alpha Ford,.
Phillip Murdock, Clifford
Miller: Alfred Hugh Murdock,'
Jame'S -Harris, and Fred
Paschall, all members of the
Adult Men's Sunday School
Class at Williams Chapel.
Burial ,was in, the _Murray
Memorial Gardens.
, Mr. Williams, age 89, diesi
'Friday at 8:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was survived by
several nieces and nephews. A
retired farmer, he was born
Sept.. 7, 1888, in Calloway
County to Charles Duvan and
Elizabeth Scott Williams.
Funeral services for
Raymond F,. Davis of 732 Nash
Drive, Murray, will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. al the
• chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Dr.
James A. Fisher, Sr., of-
ficiating. Bueial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Friends may call at the
funeralhome. - - - _
Mr. Davis, age 58, died
Friday at 9:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
civil service employee,. ,a
member of the Port Charlotte
United Methodist Church,
Port Charlotte, Fla., and a
veteran of World War II. Born
-Jan. 13, 1919, Marlboro, N. Y.
he was'the son of the late
Oliver B. Davis . and Grace
Schoonmaker Davis.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Davis, 732 Nash
Drive, Murray; his meter-in-
law, Mrs. LenoreI Jraes,
Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
-Rhonda JuStycky, Citrus
• Heights, Calif., and Mrs.
_ l'e r G
Coxsackie, N. Y.; five nieces;
-.. two nephews.
Mrs. Burkeen Dies
At Age 53; Widow,
Talmadge Burkeen
Mrs. Virginia Colwell
Burkeen of Howell, Mich.,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Saturday at ten a.m. at.a
hospital in Brighton, Mich.
She was 53 years of _age_ and.
her death followed an illness
of one year.
'the deceased was the wife
of Talmadge W. Burkeen who
died in a drowning accident
here on Jan. 1, 1950. She was
born _August 22, 1924, in
Miebig.a_n• .
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Jerry
(Gloria ) Hart, Canton, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Iva Leonard,
Cape Coral, Fla.:, three
grandchildren. She is also
survivedhy two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. J. B. (Alice) Bell,
Murray, and Mrs. Curtis
(Nan) Thompson, Cincinnati,
Ohio; six brothers-in-law,
Obid Burkeen, Almo Route
One, Robert, Charlie, and
Frank Burkeen, and Larry
Weatherford, Murray, and
John Grogan, Hardin.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Houle with the Rev.
Glen Cope officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be Charlie,
Frank, David, Ronnie, and
Robert Burkeen, -.and Larry
Weatherford. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
-„yriends may Fall at the






of Madison, Tn., age 83, died
Friday at 7:41 p.m. at the
Memorial Hospital, Madison,
Tn. His death was due to a
heart attack.
, The deceased was the son of
the late Josh and Martha
Cunningham': and was a
member of the Madison
Church of Christ.
He is survived by his wife,,
Mrs. Minnie Anderson Cun-
ningham; two daughters, Mrs.
Edith C. Fischer, Madison
Tn., and Mfrs. Evelyn C.
Jenkins, Nashville, Tn.; one
-son, Robert M. Cunningham,
Cattanooga, Tn.; one sister,
Mrs. Bessie Hines, ,Jackson,




The funeral -was held this
morning at eleven o'clock at
the chapel of the Madison
Funeral.Home, Madison, Tn.,
with Dr. Ira North officiating,






elders and deacons of the
Madison Church and mem-
. hjs
Class. Burial was in -the
Springhill Cemetery there.
Hayden Roberts Is
Dead At Age 84;
Former M-urrayan
Word has_ been. reteived of'
the death-of Hayden Roberts,
Duncan, Okla., formerly of
Murray, who died Feb. 20 at a
hospital in Tulsa, Okla, He
• was 84 years of age and was
born Jan. 1, 1894, to the late
Sidney Roberts and Lois Beale
Roberts of Murray.
Mr. Roberts was the former
'manage Of the HallIburton
Services Chemistry
Laboratories of Tulsa which
he helped form in 1930 with a
staff of two, but had grown to a
staff of 50 professionals by the
time the. retired in 1959. He
was the author .of--numerous
papers on oil wee) cementing
practices read at meetings of
Arnerican • - Instutute- of
Chemists. He held a patent
with Wayne F. Hower on
'eMethods and Compositions
for. _Sealing Earth: for-
mations," and was known in
the industry _as
Roberts
The former Murray man
was a veteran of Wifirld War I,
taught and did graduate work
• at the University of South
Carolina, and in 1920 went of
Oklahoma _where he  taught
school before joining
Halliburton. He was active in
the Boy Scouts, held all
degrees' available in the
Masonic Order, and taught a
Sunday School Class at the
First Baptist Chiireh,-"TiiIsa,-
for more than forty years.
Mr. Roberts was married in
1933 to the former Elsie
Madeline Bowie, who died in
1968. He is -survived by two
sons, John Roberts, Duncan,
Qkla, and William Roberts,
Tutsa-,--Okla ; -two sistei , -Mrs-.
Neva Waters of Murray and
Mrs. Russel Chancs of Perry,
Okla.; three grandchildren.
The funeral was held Feb. 23
at the First Baptist Church,
Duncan, Okla., with the Rev.
Lloyd Jones officiating'.
-Pallbearers- - were - - Francis,
Anderson, C. D. Saunders,
Dewiglir Smith, Frances
Harris, Wayne Hower, and A.





Dalton L. Divelbiss, former
general superintendent and
engineer of the Murray
Division of Tappan Company,
Died Saturday at the Win-
chester Nursing Home,
Mansfield, Ohio. He was 83
years of age an was preceded
in death by his wife, Bess.
Mr. Divelbiss came to
Murray in 1945 when the -
Tappan Company opened its
manufacturing plant here and
remained here until his
retirement. He and his wife
resided at their home at 1111
Sycamore_ „Street while in
Murray.
While in Murray he served
as state cooridinator of the
Boy Scouts of America and
was made a Kentucky Colonel.
He was a member and past
master of Marques Masonic
Lodge No. 690, Mansfield,
Ohio. He was a member of the
United Methodist Church and
Was born in Richland County,
He Isk, survivext-hy one
daughter, \Mrs. H. L. ( Ann
Hackermati4 Hofacre,
Mansfield,- Ohi0,-. two gran-
dchildren; two gstaat gran-
dchildren.
The funeral will bok'held
-Wednesday at two p.m: at tha
chapel of the Snyder Funeral
Home, Bellville, Ohio, with the
Rev. Kenneth Chalker and the
Rev. James Nash officiating.
Interment will follow in the
Mansfield Memorial Park,
Ohio.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from seven to
nirte p.m. on Tuesday, and
Masonic rites will be held at
the funeralikoine at nine p.m.
on Tuesday._
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the building fund of the
},exington Church of the Cross
United , Methodist Church.
Lexington, Ohio.
TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets for the regional
basketball tournament will be
on safe during school hours at
Murray High School Tuesday
and Wednesday. Adult chair
„weja_are,.$3..ear,b gadketadont
general admission tickets are
$1 each.
*
Fashions From Murray Stores To
Be Modeled At Show Tuesday
The Music Department of
the Murray Women's Club will
present "A Magic Fashion
Montage," their annual spring
fashion show, Tuesday, March
7, at__74.00p.m. in the .Clara
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building.
The exciting new styles for
_all occasions were selected
from the following local
merchants and will be
modeled by these Murray
residents: The Mademoiselle-
Shop, Shirley Boone, Janna
Hughes, and Kay Ray; The
Showcase, Jane_ McDaniel,
Anna Ruth Harris, Becky
Gould, Cindy Goald, and
Glenna Hall; The Cherry's,
Vicki White, Sharon Fandrich,
and Starr Overby; The King
Den, David King, Charles
Thurman, Craig Thurman,
and Doug Taylor; The Dottie
Shop,- Polly Poe, hienda -
Bryan, and Edna Vance; The
College Shop, Pam Robertson,
Lisa Ellis, Jack Brachrnan,
,and .Dean Ryan; Bright's
Dorisanna Conner, Helen
Raspberry Jennifer Darnell,





- died Saturday at 2:36 p.m. at
the Marshall County Hospital,
TBenton,He was 67 years of age
and was preceded in death by
his wife, Lillie, on Dec. 28,
1977.
The deceased, a resident of
Benton Route Nine, was a
* -member of the Hamlet Baptist
Church. He was a retired
employee of the -Kentucky  •
Highway Department.
Mr. Castleberry is survived
by two daughters, Mrs.
Mamie Bourland and Mrs.
Anna Bell, both of Benton
Route Three; two sons, James
D. 'Castleberry, RentoriRoute.
Nine. and Sammy
Castleberry, * Benton -Route
Three; one sister, .Mrs Reba
Powell, Benton; ten grand-
children; two great grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. with
the Rev. Roy Gibson and the
Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating.
'Nephews are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Hamlet
Cemetery.
Frances Denham, and Karen
Kennedy; The Tux Shop,
Jerrell White, Jarrod White,
Dan.Bone, Steve Massey, Ron
Dunn, and Teddy Carpenter.
Tickets for the annual fund
raiser may be purchased from
any member of the Music
Department' or at the door.
The $2.00 contnibuiton is used
to further and expand the
musical programs of all types





AP - Larry Flynt, owner of
Hustler magazine, was shot in
the stomach Monday while
walking on a street outside a
courtroom where he is on trial
on charges of distributing ob-
scene materials, the Georgia
State Patrol reported.
The patrol said Flynt was
taken-to Button Gwitined Hos-
pital and was expected to sur-
vwe the attack. - -
A reporter for WGST radio
in Atlanta, who has been
covering Flynt's trial, said
that Flynt and a man walking




He listed a plan to float a.bond issue
for coal cars, the measure giving the
Kentucky Housing Corporation another
$200 million on bond potential, the $240
million issue for energy roads and a
proposal for a $35 million issue to -
finance a Vietnam veterans' bonus.
Actually, the veterans' bonus
chances are dubious and even the
governor has expressed doubts about-
the coal car issue.
That leaves an aggregate $440 million
for housing and roads.
The Joint Appropriations and
F,tevenue Committee, which has wound
:up one month of bearings on the budget,
did not have the time or perhaps the
inclination to focus on the bond issues.
But Atkins said he would have raised
questions on his own, and would have
pointed out that the tremendous bond
issues "are encumbering future
legislatures from meeting fiscal
demands and future administrations
from drawing up new programs."
A second broad issue which would-
have been aired is the increasing
tendency, right or wrong, to rely on the
coal severance tax for much of Ken-
tucky's income.
The bond-issue for energy roads, for
instance, has- payment arrangements '
directly dependent on the coal tax.
But, Atkins asked, what about the
future of coal, especially in light of its
7im -- • •
I
shaky productivity nowadays? Is it
fiscally wise for a state to pin too many
of its programs on that source?
The energy road raises the question
of whether Kentucky is relying too
heavily on future revenue frorwthe coal -
severance tax, which will be financing
the road bonds.
Atkins said there should have been
discussion about how reliable coal
- output will become, especially in view
of the current national coal strike
crisis.
s aMo
"Is it right to tie future legislatures to
bond isaue and Prctr of future
administrations to the fiscal ups and
downs of the coal industry?" he said.
It's too late in the session, with only
two hectic weeks to go, for any leisurely
or in-depth debate on such broad
matters.
Atkins, who wants to run for governor
next year against the administration-, -
has implied by the phrase "successfully
sidetracked" that Carroll had this
Machiavellian concept in mind when he
first proposed controversial new
arrangements for funding the auditor's
off icee.
It's a doubtful presurtiption because
the governor, who is extremely
knowledgeable about the budget dowa
to almost incredible detail, was eager
to defend the document in general
against Atkins of anyone else.
Arkansas Assistant Named Western Coach
-BOWLING - GREEN, Ky.
i AP - Gene Keady, assistant
varsity coach and recruiting
coordinator at the University
of Arkansas for the past four
years, has been appointed
head basketball coach at
Western Kentueky University,
Western offitials said ,Mon-
'daY,
Keady, 41, has played a vital
helpingArkansas head
co-ach Eddy Sutton build the
Razorbacks into a national
iSower.
Arkansas was rated No. 1 in
the national Associated_ Press
poll earlier this season after
1,N-inning the Southwest Con-
ference title with a perfect 16-0
record- a Year ago. The--
Razorbacks finished the
regular season this ,yeat with
a 26-2 record.
Keady, a native of Lamed,
Kan., will succeed Jim
Richards as head coach at
LODGE MEET
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet tonight ( Monday ) at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, located
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The Gleor4rs interested in You' vir 411P
Western. Hewill be the fourth
to hold the job.
Richards announced his
resignation Jan...19, effective
at the end of the 1977-78
season, to take a post as
Western's coordinator of
men's athletics. He had been
head coach for seven years.
Keady holds both bachelor's
and master's degrees from
Kansas State- University,
where he was a standout for
the Wildcats in both basket-
ball and football. He was an
All-Big Seven halfback in 1956
and played one year of
professional football with the
Pittsburg Steelers in 1958.
.Keady began his .coaching
career at Beloit (Kan.) High'
School in 1958, where he
fashioned a 100-46 record over
eight seasons. He took Beloit
to the state high school
tournament three times, once
finishing as high as third.
He became assistant coach
at Hutchinson (Kan.) Com-
munity College in .1965 and_
was head coach there from
1966 to 1974, when he left to
join.tbe Arkansas staff.
His record as head coach at
Hutchinson showed 187 wins
against only 48 losses and
includced six league cham-
pionships-, five appearances in
the national junior college
tournament and a second-
place national finish in 1973.
-.He was named, Region 6
Coach of the Year three times,
in 1971, 1972 and 1973.
-We are highly gratified to
find a man with Gene Keady's
knowledge, experience and
character to head our
basketball program," said





assistance in the developments
of the recommendaton on a
new head coach, is to -be
commended for a splendid
job. There were many well
qualified applicants for the
position and we feel the
unanimous siipport of the
committee and of the
university officials respon-





John Oldham, who coached
the Hilltoppers from 1964-65
through 1970-71, added, "We
feel we've got a winner. Gene
has been. successful.
everywhere' he has coached.,
He knows' the game and he
knows talent.
We have every confidence
that he will carry on the long
standing tradition of ex-
cellence that has been a part
of Western athletics in general
and basketball in particular,"
Oldham said. •
Keady and -his wife, Diane,
have two children, Beverly,
19, and Danny, 13.
DOUGLAS CLUB
The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at 7:30 p.m.
at the Douglas Community
Center. All interested persons




Again brings to you, our snow-bound patrons, the FREE 4,
YELLOW SNOWMOBILE DELIVERY SERVICE!
in
The names may have changed, but the service is still the
best in town. Nothing can stop Mrs. Bea and
the YELLOW SNOWMOBILE
from bringing your prescriptions directly to your door,
quickly and efficiently and, at no extra charge to you. Ap-
parently we are all unable to fight the snows forever, so join
the many others who have turned themselves over to us
and the
YELLOW SNOWMOBILE!
DON'T FORGET MUT OUR 15%
ALL-INCLUSIVE MEDICARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
Phone your prescriptions in ahead and they will be ready
when you arrive at our counter or our Drive-in Window!
Clinic Pharmacy
- strand Walnut Stteets Telephone 753-8302'
•
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